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ABSTRACT 

This thesis intends to demonstrate the link which 

exists between the American poet William Carlos Williams 

and the Toronto poet Raymond Souster: It is also my 

purpose to exa~ine the close relationship which exists 

between the two, poets and the cities in which they live. 

The first chapter explores Williams' relationship with the 

city of Patersoln, New Jersey. The second. chapter examines 

the link betwee!n Williams and Souster and the influence 

W ill ; am sex e r t eld 0 nth e yo. u n 9 Tor 0 n top 0 e t . The t h i r d 

chapter examines the poetry of Raymond Souster, especially 

as it applies to the city of Toronto. 

The m a j 10 r ten e t 0 f the the sis i s t hat W ill i am s 

was a men tor for Sou s t e r ins eve r a 1 are as. Sou s t e r has 

followed the l-e!ad of Williams in areas of theme, language, 

simplicity of line, and to a certain extent subject matter. 
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Cities, for Oliver, were not a part of nature. 
He co u 1 d hair d 1 y fee 1, he co u 1 d h a r d 1 y a dm i t 
even when i,t was pointed out to him, that 
cities are .a second body for the human mind, 
a second o~ganism, more rational, permanent 
and decorative than the animal organism of 
flesh and bone: a work of na.tural yet moral 
art, w her et h e soul . sets up her t r a ph i. e s of 
action and instruments of pleasure. 

Santayana, The Last Puritan 



INTRODUCTION 

The social transformation and rapid increase in 

urban population in the twentieth century has led to a 

heightened awareness of social and economic problems in the 

city. There has also emerged among perceptive observers a 

moral attitude to the city and urban development. The city 

is criticized as a place of vice or hailed as providing the 

promise of a radiant future. 

The literary careers of several twentieth-century 

poets have be~n inextricably ltnk~d to the cities where they 

have lived and Worked. One can not think of the American 

poet William Carlos Williams without thinking of Paterson, 

New Jersey. Wi1liams' city became the subject of his five 

book poem concerning the state of American civilization and 

the state of hiS poetic craft. Similarly, the Canadian poet 

Raymond Souster is identified with the city of Toronto. In 

Sousterls case, the identification is so complete that he 

res e n t s b e i n g "JD i g eon - h ole d" a sa" Tor ant a poe t II • 1 Bot h 

poets were born and raised near the cities with which they 

are identified. Their experience, values and knowledge of 

mankind came largely from their interaction with their 

respective cities. Both men view their city with ambivalence. 

2 
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They recognize that both good and evil are married together 

deep in the very fibre of the city. 

Us i n g t!h e i r cit i e s as f 0 cal po i n t s, Will i am s " and 

Souster attempt to tell th~ truth about urban life. They 

endeavour to use a language so close to the language of 

thei r urban worl ds tha t thei r worl ds wi 11 be understood 

and revealed th~ough their language. 

The purpose of my study is threefold. First, I 

wish to establish the l"ink which exists between the two 

poets. Souster sees Williams as his mentor. What is the 

nature of their relationship and how was the link estab

"lished? Second., I intend to examine how both poets reveal 

their ideas and philosophies through an examination of 

their cities. Are they successful and convincing in 

creating a language which reveals their world? Third, I 

will seek to demonstrate that Williams and Souster are 

concerned with poetry about writing poetry. Both poets, 

in varying degrees, attempt to change the direction of 

their craft. 

It is my intention to demonstrate that while both 

poets convincingly depict the ambivalence at the heart of 

their cities, o~ly Williams succeeds in capturing the total 

rhythm of his environment in all its complexity. While 

Souster has many moments of genuine empathy and insight in 

his relationship with Toronto, Williams' life is Paterson, 

and Williams is what makes Paterson alive. 
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In. Chapter One ·r· will 9xamine Wil.1iams' Paterson in 

an attempt to sihow the nature of the relationship which 

exists between ,the man and the city. Paterson is more 

than an attemp~ by the poet to explore the history of his 

city. The poe~ examines the breakdown in communication 

which has led to a disintegration of human relationships 

in the twentieth century. Williams is in search of a new 

language or poetic metre which will facilitate communica-

t ion ina form ~w h i chi S co mm ens u rat e wit h the val u e san d 

needs of modern' American society. Chapter One is an 

analysis and evaluation of this quest. 

My intention in Chapter Two is to demonstrate the 

d ire c t 1 ink w h i 'c hex i s t s bet wee n ~~ i 11 i am san d So u s t e r . 

Williams had a powerful influence in shaping and directing 

the career of the young Toronto poet. The older poet 

pro v ide d not 0 n! 1 y po sit i ve rei n for c em e n t but a 1 so i n flu en c e d 

Souster in the :area of theme, language, metre, and subject 

matter. 

The final chapter examines the poetic vision of 

Raymond Souste~. While the emphasis is again placed on the 

poet's relatiorlship to hiS city~ I have attempted to explore 

the full range of Souster1s poetry in order to bring into 

focus Doth his similarity to Williams and his own unique

ness. 



CHAPTER ONE 

In his introduction to the Oxford edition of 

Tolstoy's What is Art?, Alymer Maude quotes a passage from 

T~lstoy's treatise which may serve as an approach to the 

seemingly impervious structure of Paterson. 

To understalnd any book one must choose out the 
parts that 'are quite clear, dividing them from 
what is obslcure and confused, and from what is 
clear we muist form our own idea of the drift 
and s pi rita f the \'/h ole work. Then on a basis 
of what we 'have understood we may proceed to 
make out whiat is confused or not quite intel-
ligible .. ' .. To understand, we must first 
of all sep~rate what is quite simple and in
telligible :from what is confused and unintel
ligible, a~d afterwards read this clear and 
intelligible part several times over, trying 
fully to understand it.l 

Tolstoy's statement provides a good critical tool 

which may be us,ed by the r'eader to penetrate the complexi

ties of Patersqn. The local and familiar often provide 

a point of entry into the more universal and abstract. As 

Williams states when discussing the city of Paterson itself, 
2' "Anywhere is evierywhere". ' 

In 1920 Williams published a collection of experi-

mental poems unjder the title Kora in Hell: Improvisations. 

In the preface to this early work he commented on the 

state of American poetry as he perceived it at the time, 

"'There is nothing in literature but change and change 

5 
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is mockery. 1111 write whatever I damn please, whenever I 

damn please and as I damn please and itlll be good if the 

authentic spirit of change is on it. 11I4 His desire was 

that the poet discover and redisover his world and language 

exclusively in terms of himself. Throughout his life 

Williams never tired of speaking out about what he considered 

to be the lIauthentic spirit of change ll
• In his Selected 

Let t e r s, h est a: t e s, II We' v ego t to beg i n by s tat; n 9 t hat we 

speak a distindt, separate language in America and that it 

is NOT English ll
•
4 The poetls job is to find examples of 

the American idiom and put them in poems for all to hear. 

The recognition and realization of this spirit of change is 

cru~ial not only to the people of Paterson but also to the 

future of Ameri.can. poetry itself. As we will see, the 

people of Pate~son can not communicate with one another 

because "The la;nguage, the language / fails them ll
•
6 

Williams admonishes all Americans in the same vein, IIl~e 

have no words. Every word must get broken off from the 

European mass. Piece by piece we must loosen what we 

want ll
•
6 The pU'rpose behind the lIauthentic spirit of change 

t h usb e corn e s "tiO ref i n e, to c 1 a r i f y, to i n ten s i f'y t hat 

e t ern a 1 morn en tin w h i c h we a 1 0 n eli v e ,I . 8 How s hall we 

get said what must be said?lI, \~i11iams asks near th.e be.,. 

gin n i n g 0 f II The: Des e r t Mus i c II • II On 1 y the poem ,I 8 ish i s 

unqualified answer. 
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Williams asserted as early as 1920-that, !IIIt;s in 

the continual and violent refreshing of the idea [of dis

covery of self] that love and good writing have their 

security. ,"9 Any poet whCl looked outside the turmoil of 

the self to discover the spirit of change was to be an

athematized. Gommenting Cln the great poets of the post

World ~Jar One era, Williams stated, "O ur prize poems are 

especially to be damned nClt because of superficial bad 

workmanship, but because they are a rehash, repetition 

just as Eliot's more exquisite work is a rehash, repetition 

in another way of Verlaine, Baudelaire, Maeterlinck --

conscious or u~conscious -- just as Pound's early paraphrases 

from Yeats and his constant later cribbing from the renais

sance, Provencd, and the modern French: men content with 

the connotations of their masters".lO This remarkable 

criticism is certainly at the very least agressive. As 
rr 

Randall Jaaell remarked concerning some ·of William's more 

outlandish statements, "Why he'd say anything, creditable 

or discreditable, sayable or unsayable, so long as he 

believes it".ll 

On one level we ~ay ascribe Williams!s remark to 

the subjective idealism of a young poet who is out to 

revolutionize American poetry on his own terms. 

level it is a portent of Williams's early anti-

On another 

intellectualism which was to grow into cynicism in his 
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later years. This is particularly evident in his castiga-

tion of Eliot, a poet of enormous erudition. Randall 

Jarrell speaks of Williams's IIlong one-sided war with 

Eliot ll
•
12 Jarrell views the creation of Pate~son as 

Williams's final· offensive in that war. While no one was 

more enthusiastic and appreciative of the virtues of 

Paterson, Book .One, than Jarrell, he was forced to admi t 

that the poem degenerated as it grew. In the final analysis, 

Jarrell states that lIit is Williams who comes off badly, at 

least when Pat~rson is compared to Eliot's Four Quartets " . 13 

In orde1r to interpret the poem it is necessary to 

rea 1 i z e t hat w h ie n wed i s c u s s Pat e r son, ( \'{ h i c h· was pub 1 ish e d 

in fi ve boo ks b!etween the yea rs 1946 and 1958) we are 

viewing a developing process which represents the culmina-

tion of forty-five years of poetic composition. 

William~'s career began in 1912 with a series of 

poetic sketches written under the influence of Keats, Ezra 

Pound, and Hild~ Doolittle. Even before the 1920 Publica-

tion of Kora in Hell we find Will iams declaring: II! I 1m 

going to stop wwiting poetry and 11m going to start writing 

for real; the w:ay I talk here in America. IlI14 Williams ' 

subject from that time forward became the people, places, 

and incidents from everyday life in northern New Jersey, 

his horne as both poet and physician. Both Souster and 

Williams share a vision of a poetic statement rooted in the 
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lIincidents and situations from common life ll
, related and 

described "in a selection of language really used by men " . 15 

Both poets, in 'the guise OIf passive participators, follow 

Wordsworth in bringing the: all important 11111 to bear on 

their "respective poetic landscapes. They lIat all times 

endeavour to look steadily at (their) subject ll
, consequently 

engendering 1I1ittle falsehood of description ll • 16 By bringing 

his language and subject 'I near the language of men ll1 ? in 

his early poet;,c creed, Williams is sowing the seeds which 

will come to fruition in Paterson some thirty years later. 

When questioned on the use of the prose passages 

in Paterson, Will iams asserted that they were not lIanti

poetryll set against section of the poem in verse. IIAll the 

prose ll
, says thle poet, IIhas primarily the purpose of giving 

a metrical mea~ing to or of emphasiZing a metrical continuity 

between all WOY1d use. 1I18 

Paterson is a poet1s quest for a new po'etic langu-

age which will be compatible with the order of living, dis-

covering, and dying in twentieth century America. It is 

the poet as crSator who is charged with the responsibility 

of forging this new language. 

The lI a r:guements ll which Williams appended to the 

various books are eloquent statements of his intentions for 

Paterson. He attached this note to the section of the poem 

(Book One) published in 1946. "'This is· the first part of 
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a long poem in four parts -- that a man in himself is a 

city~ beginning~ seeking~ achieving and concluding life in 

ways which the various aspects of a city may embody, I 11
19 

The quest and the poem are thus animated by a poet-

protagonist waridering over his city~ following the course 

of the Passaic River from above the falls to its terminus 

in the great salt sea. A symbiotic relationship is con

ceived whereby the poet-wanderer and the city yn1te for 

mutual benefit~ The poet discovers not so much that he is 

a city himself, but that by being the voice of its expres

sive forms, he is indeed an integral part of a mututal 

genesis and growth. It is the self, his own and that of 

others, which the poet discovers in his peregrinations. 

Paterson is, therefore, a celebration of the self, his 

city, its history, and the poetic metre in the tradition 

of Whitman. It is not coincidental that Williams writes 
20 a short apology for the much "traduced Whitman" in the 

preface td the final ve~sion of Paterson. 

'For th~ publication of Book Two in 1949, Williams 

gave an even clearer statement of his purposes, 

I began thinking of writing a long poem upon 
the resembl'ance between the mind of modern 
man and a city. The thing was to use the 
multiple f~cets which a city presented as 
representative for comparable facets of con
temporary thought, thus to be able to objectify 
the man himself as we know him and love him and 
hate him. This seemed to me to be what a poem 
was for, to speak for us in a language we can 
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understand if the language must be recognizable, 
We must know it as our own, we must be satisfied 
that it s~eaks for us. And yet it must remain 
a languag~ like all languages, a symbol of com
munication .... From the beginning I decided 
there would be four books following the course 
of the river whose life seemed more and more to 
resemble my own life as I more and more thought 
of it: t~e river above the Falls, the catastrophe 
of the Falls itsellf, the river below the Falls, 
and the e~trance at the end into the great sea. 

Paterson is a man (since I am a man) who dives 
from cliffls and the edges of waterfalls to his 
death -- finally. But for all that he is a 
woman (since I am not a woman) who is the cliff 
and the waterfall .... The brunt of the four 
books is a search for the redeeming language by 
w h i c ham a! n I s pre mat u red eat h . . . mig h t h a v e 
been preve!nted. Book IV shows the perverse 
confusions that come of a failure to untangle 
the 1 a n g u aig e and rna k e ito u row n a s bot h man and 
woman are ,carried helplessly toward the sea (of 
blood) which, by their failure of speech, awaits 
them. The poet alone in this world holds the 
key to their final rescue.21 

Aft e r th e pub 1 i cat ion 0 f Boo k F 0 uri n 1 951, Will i am s 

drove himself t~ complete his Autobiography before the 

agreed deadline. The stress of a dual vocation plus pub

lshing deadline~ precipitated the first of five strokes 

he was to suffer in the course of the next decade. Physical 

incapacity forced him to retire from active medical practice 

and face an enforced sedentary existence. Sensitive readers 

of the first four books of Paterson might have anticipated 

the creation of a fifth book. Williams had clearly become 

so inextricably bound to the metaphor of the chronological 

growth of the inner and outer cities that the poem could not 

really end until the death of its creator.22 Throughout the 
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decade following the ~ublication of the fourth book of 

Paterson, Williams came face to face with his own mortality 

on numerous occasions. His insight into the ways of life 

and death during these personal experiences provides the 

foundation for the fifth book of his poem and for his 

final quest. 

Book Fi ve (1:958) affi rms the abi 1 i ty to transcend 

age and mortality through the power of the imagination. In 

the final book of Paterson, Williams celebrates the 

immortality of .the imagination while at the same time ad

mittin.g that "mleasure is all we know". 23 

The flower dies down 
and rots away 
But there is a hole 
in the bottom of the bag. 

It is the imagination 
which cannot be fathomed. 
It is through this hole 
we escape 

So through art alone, male and female, a field of 
flowers, a tapestry, spring flowers unequaled 
in loveliness. 

T h ro ugh t,D ish ole 
at the bo~tom of the cavern 
of death, the imagination 
escapes intact.24 

Cursory examination of the publication dates and 
al 

ineed the poem ~tself would lead one to believe that the 
" 

work is not unified. It is only after several readings 

that one realizes that with paterson, the whole is always 

greater and more important than the individual parts. What 
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appears to be disunity occurs within each separate section 

where the prose punctuations cause uneven shifts and in-

balances in the metrical arrangement and rhythm of the 

whole. Exampl~s of this seeming imbalance are legion in 

Paterson: 

Summe~! it is summer 
-- and still the roar in his mind is 
unabat!ed 

The last wolf was killed near the Weisse Huis in the 
year 1723 

Books will give rest sometimes against 
the u pi r a a r of wa t e r fa 1 1 i n g 
and' r i!g h tin g its elf to ref all f i 11 ; n g 
the mind with its reverberation 

shaking 25 stone. 

The unity' of th~ whole, however, is never in doubt, eve.n with 

the adventitious addition of Book Five and the genesis of 

apr oj e c ted B a a ,k Six. The or i gin a 1 fa u r b a oks oft he 

poem are themselves divided into three internal sections. 

The poem itself begins in the spring and ends in the winter. 

The personal epic is also the seasonal epic, mirroring the 

twelve month cycle from birth to death. This symmetrical 

structure is emphasized in the opening lines of Book One and 

the tlosing lines of Book Four. Book One begins with 

the lines 
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For the beginning is assuredly 
the end -- since we know nothing, pure 
and si.mple, beyond 
our own complexities. 

Yet there is 
no return: rolling up out of chaos, 
a nine months' wonder, the city 
the man, an identity -- it can't be 
o the rw ii s e - - a 11 
interp~netration both ways.26 

T his i IT! age 0 f the c i r c 1 e II yo 0 11 i n g u p 0 u t of c h a 0 s II C u 1 m; nat e s 

at the end of Book Four: 

This is the blast 
the eternal close 
the spiral 
the final somersault 

the end.27 

The para!digm of the: !!seven ages of man" is also 

rna d e rna n i f est w it h i nth e s tr u c t u rea s we f 0 11 ow a man I s 1 i f e 

from pubescence to senescence. 

Book Fi~e rescues both the male and female prin-

ciples from the flsea of blood" and oblivion by returning 

again to the month of March. It is in the springtime, 

replete with images of robins, trees, rebirth and regenera

tion, that Williams transcends the ephemeral human life cycle 

with his celebra.tion of the immortality of the imagination: 

It is early. 
the song of the fox sparrow 

reawakening the world 
of Paterson 

-- its rocks and streams 
frail tho it is 

from their long winter sleep 

In March 
the rocks 
the barerocks 

speak!28 
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In Paterson, we are always moving outward in a 

s e r i e s 0 f eve r-wid en; n 9 con c en t ric c i r c 1 e s . We m 0 v e fro m 

the city with its waterfalls, park, and library to New York 

and the entrance to the ocean. Book Five takes the reader 

to the Cloisters where Williams makes manifest through art 

treasures the b~undless world of the imagination .. The city/ 

poet moves out to the world/mankind, and finally on to the 

very nature of art itself. The particular becomes the 

universal. IIAnywhere ll is "indeed lIeverywherell.29 Williams' 

own vision of the higher laws give meaning to all that has 

gone before and to a 11 tha t \\,111 ever be. 

One may even detect an ascending progression of 

the four elements in the first four books of Paterson. In 

Book One water predominates; in Book Two earth; in Book 

Three fire; and in Book Four~ air or ether. 

The internal structure of the poem revolves around 

three primary symbols. The first is the city ~- Paterson, 

New Jersey, the second is a mountain~ and a river which 

flows from the mountain into Paterson, The third consists 

of a man and a woman, and the man's thought. Williams 

introduces the city at the beginning of Book One. 

Paterson lies in the valley under the Passaic Falls 
its spent waters forming the outline of his back. He 
lies on his right side 9 head near the thunder 
of the waters filling his dreams! Eternally asleep 
his dreams walk about the city where he persists 
incognito. Butterflies settle on his stone ear. 
Immortal he neither moves nor rouses and is seldom 
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seen, thDugh he breathes and the subtleties of his 
machinations 

drawing their substan~e from the noise of the pouring 
river 

animate a thousand automatons.3D 

The image of the Man-City is followed by a paral.lel section 

in which the Woman-Mountain is introduced. 

And there, pgainst him, stretches the low mountain. 
The Park's her head, carved above the Falls, by the 

quiet 
river; colored crystals the secret of those rocks; 
farms and ponds, laurel, and the temperate wild cactus, 
yellow flowered ... facing him, his 
a rm sup po r ti n g her , by t Ih e Va 11 e y of the Roc k s, a s 1 e e p . 
Pearls at her ankles, her monstrous hair 
spangled with apple-blossoms is scattered about into 
the back country, waking their dreams -- where the 

deer run _ 
and the wood-duck nests protecting his gallant plumage. 31 

The river which connects the male and female principle 

symbolizes primal or elemental thougnt which lacks a 

language which will make its meaning comprehensible to modern 

American man. We are, therefore, introduced to the subject 

of the entire poem. As Randall Jarrell asks, "How can one 

find a language so close to the modern world that the world 

can be represen!l:ed' and und'~=rstood in it?!,32 

The multi-faceted poet-hero wanders over the 

familiar external landscape of hi.s own city in an almost 

picaresque manner, "beginning, seeking, achieving, and 

concluding his life in ways which the various aspects of 

the city may embody".33 Both the man' and the city lie in 

the valley under the Passaic Falls. They share both a 
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mythical and historical past in addition to a common present. 

From their commOn origin the man and the city strive to 

be come s epa rat e but i n te r d Ie pen den ten tit i e s . The . :m ale poe tic 

principle will manifest aspects of the city rather than be

coming the city· itself. The various identities and vocations 

assumed by the poet-protagonist create a composite metro-

polis within the self which becomes the internal landscape 

over which the poem wanders. 

The birth and the gradual awakening and separation 

of the protagonist-giant at the beginning of Book One 

introduces the first of several personae who will collective-

ly form'ulate the IIselfll Will-iams is creating: 

• • • He· 
lies on his right side, head near the thunder 
of the waters filling his dreams! Eternally asleep, 
his dreams walk about the city where he persists 
incognito .•.. 34 

Almost immediately, the metamorphosis begins. The giant 

becomes 1I 0ne mah like a city ll,35 with a mind alive and 

sentient. While he remains in the background lying against 

the mountain or female principle, his alter ego quickly 

evolves into Mr. Paterson, the main persona of the poem. 

The power of the giant remains in the background and his 

bond with the poet is never broken. For example, when the 

giant urinates into the river, the increased velocity of 

the falls rings and echoes in the ears of the poet. 
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In Book One, the search for a new language is 

started. Williams leads us to an understanding of the need 

for this quest by depicting the tragic deaths of two people 

in Paterson who were failed by language at the penultimate 

moment of their existence. A prose description of the 

drowning of the minister's wife, Mrs. Sarah Cummings, is 

followed by a portrait of Sam Patch's death, narrated by 

Noah Faitoute Paterson, 'Ithe old time Jersey patriot", 

another persona of the poet. 

After Sarah Cummings falls to her death in the river, 

oblivious to the admonitions of her husband, Williams 

laments 

pouring 

"A false language. A true. A false language 

a langu,age (misunderstood) pouring (misinter-

preted) wi.thout dignity, without minister, crashing upon 

a stone ear". 36 Similarly, when Sam Patch falls to his 

death, again into the river, Noah Faitoute Paterson asserts: 

Speech had'failed him. He was confused. The word 
has been drained of its meaning. There's no mis
take in Sam Patch. He struck the water on his 
side and disappeared. 

A great silence followed as the crowd stood 
spellbound. 

Not until the following spring was the body 
found frozen in an ice-cake.37 

Sam's frozen body symboli,zes the rigidity and stasis of the 

old forms of co~munication and poetic expression against 

which Williams is protesting. 

The description of the two deaths in section one 

leads to a profDund introspection on the part of the poet 
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in section two. He ponders the adulteration of language 

and the changes which will be necessary to clarify the 

language and·make it comprehensible. Mr. Paterson comments 

on the nature o'f his task. "There is no direction .. Whither? 

I can say no more than how". 38 

Williams is self-conscious about the use of language 

and the writing of poetry. On one level we are reading 

about poetry concerned with itself; poetry about poetry. 

This theme obsesses the poet in the early part of Paterson. 

Crying out 
or take a lesser satisfaction: 

a few go 
to the Coast without gain -
The language is missin~ them 

they die also 
incommunicado. 

The language, the language 
fails them 

They do not know the words 
or have not 

the courage to use them .39 

And again: 

We sit and talk, 
quietly, with long lapses of silence 
and I am aware of the stream 
that has no language, coursing 
beneath the quiet heaven of 
your eyes 

which has not speech,40 

It is at this point also that the pessimism which 

will later pervade the poem enters for the first time. We 

have been divorced from language, Just as every male-

female relationship in the poem strives toward union and 
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fails, our attempts at communication only end in frustra~ 

tion and emptiness: 

They turn their backs 
and grow faint -- but recover! 

Life is sweet 
they say: the language! 

-- the language 
is divorced from their minds, 41 
the language the language! 

"Why", the poet asks, !Ihave I not / but for imagined beauty 

where is none / or none available, long since put myself / 

del iberately in the way of dl~ath?1I42 The opening book of 

Paterson ends with the death of Thought. Thought is, of 

course, crucial to the creation of a new language and 

poetic metre. Th~ught leads to invention and 

Without i,nvention nothing is well spaced, 
unless the mind c~ange, unless 
the stars are new measured, according 
tot h e i r r e 1 a t'i v e po sit ion s, the 
line will not change, the necessity 
will not matriculate:' unless there is 
a new mind there cannot be ,a new 
line, the old will go on 
reepeating itself with recurring 
deadlin~ss: without invention 
nothing lies under the witch-hazel 
bush, the alder does not grow from among 
the hummocks margining the all 
but spent channel of the old swale, 
the small foot-prints 
of the mite under the overhanging 
tufts of the bunch-grass will not 
appear: without invention the line 
will never again take on its ancient 
division when the word, a supple word, 
lived in it, crumbled now to chalk.43 

One can sense Williams' frustration when he cries "S0 much 
44 tal k 0 f 1 an g u a g Ie ... - w hen the 'r ear e no ear s II . In des per a -

tton, the poet admonishes thle reader to "use a metronome 
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if your ear is deficient".45 Despite the pleas of the poet, 

Thought remains divorced from modern man. 

Thought clambers up, 
snail like, upon the wet rocks 
hidden from sun and sight --

hedged in by the pouring torrent -
and has its birth and death there 
in that moist chamber~ shut from 
the world -- and unknown to the world, 
cloaks itself in mystery -- 46 

Book One is punctuated not only by prose passages 

but also by the image of the Passaic Falls themselves. The 

falls provide the backdrop for the metaphoric death of 

language and thought. Williams also uses the velocity of 

the falls to parallel the pace and the rhythm of the poetry 
. 

itself. There is a stasis in the mind of the poet which 

corresponds to the stasis in the language and poetic metre. 

Who restricts knowledge? Some say 
it is the decay of the middle class 
making an impossible moat between the high 
and the low where 
the life once flourished. knowledge 
of the avenues of information --
So that we do not know (in time) 
where the stasis lodge~. And if it is not 
the knowledgeable idiots, the university,. 
they at least are the non-purveyors 
should be devising means 
to leap the gap. Inlets? The outward 
masks of tbe special interests 
that perpetuate the stasis and make it 
profitable.47 

This statis is juxtaposed against the dynamic movement of 

the falls and river as it flows with total freedom through 

the outer city on its inexorable route to the salt water 

of Newark Bay: 
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And the air lying over the water 
lifts the ripples,brother 
to brother, touching as the mind touches, 
counter-current, upstream 
brings in the fields, hot and cold 
parallel but never mingling, one that whirls 
backward at the brink and curTs invisibly 
upward, fills the hollow, whirling, 
an accompaniment -- but apart, observant of 
the distress, sweeps down or up clearing 
the spray -- 48 

Book Two moves to the Park which is nestled on 

top of the rock overlooking the city. 

The scene's the Park 
upon the I"ock, 
female to the city 

-- upon whose body Pater~on instructs his thoughts 
(concretely) 

late spring, 
a Sunday afternoon!49 

Paterson, Book Two, is an extended interior monologue. 

The poet is wanclering through the park on a Sunday after

noon. As he sees and describes the action taking place 

around him, his persona blurs and he becomes any resident 

of Paterson, a masculine principle, a sort of Everyman. 

The park is the femal,e principle, a type of Everywoman. 

The water cascading down the falls from the park to 

paterson is the life principle which should unite the poet 

and the park. The theme of divorce is raised again', Robert 

Lowell states Ulat "everything in t,he poem is masculine or 

feminine, everything strains toward ma~riage? but marriage 

neyer comes off. 

our ttme H ,5Q 

, , • Divorce is the sign of knowledge in 
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B a a k Tw o. de pic t s. the fa il u reo flo v e ina 11 its 

myriad manifestations. This parallels the failure of 

language and communication in Book One. Lethargic lovers, 

unconsummated relationshi.ps, and pathetic old Mary lifting 

her ski rts popul a te a worl d where liThe. stone 1 i ves, the 

flesh dies".5l 

but Mary 
is up! 

Come on! Wassa mal? You got 
broken leg? 

It is this air! 
the air of the Midi 

and the old cultures intoxicates them: 
present! 

lifts one arm holding the cymbals 
of her thoughts, cocks her old head 
and dances! raising her skirts: 

La la la la! 

What a b~nch of bums! Afraid somebody see 
you? 

Blah! 

Excrementi! 
she spits. 

Look a1me, Grandma! 
lazy.52 

Everybody too damn 

Section Two sees Mr. Paterson become Noah Faitoute Paterson 

again as he observes the activities in the park on a Sunday 

afternoon. Through the eyes of the wandering poet we see 

Klaus Ehrens, the evangelist, whose empty rhetoric is 

juxtaposed against Alexander Hamilton's attempts to exploit 
53 Paterson's natural resources, Impeding the natural course 
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of the river' is like impeding the progression of a man's 

natural growth through life. This form of separation also 

emphasizes the divorce theme in Bonk Two. Without natural 

growth and progression the evolution of a new, language 

and poetic metre will be doomed to failure. 

While Alexander Hamilton is displayed as a vigorous 

man of commerce! he is at the same time a manufactured man, 

devoid of human sensitivity. By harnessing the river for 

the glorificatimn of capitalist ideals, he will destroy the 

pristine beauty of Paterson and bring forth the "dark Satanic 

millsll associated with an 'ind.ustrial slum. Williams' deep 

concern regardimg industrial anarchy and its relationship 

to the poor and oppressed domina.te this section of the poem. 

This aspect of Waterson prompted Robert Lowell to remark 

that "Paterson ~ortrays a country grown pathetic and tragic, 

brutalized by imequality, disorganized by industrial chaos, 

and faced with annihilation ll . 54 

Noah Paterson stands outside time, free to walk, 

overhear~ and wax lyrical. PIs a type of social pathologist, 

he eviscerates nineteenth and twentieth century industrial 

America and finds a cancer which will prove terminal. In 

I Wanted to Write a Poem (1958), Williams states that he 

has always been 'lIobsessled ~~ith the plight of the poor, 

b h h ·· d til 55 ot as p YSlclan an poe . 

Left alone after the sun sets in the final section 

of Book Two, Noah Faitoute Paterson denounces the current 
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poetry whi ch re'fuses to seek a new language wh i lei t mere1 y 

reworks existing frameworks: "No / poet has come, no poet 

has come. / -- soon no one in the park butlguilty lovers 

and stray dogs Without the arrival of the new poet 

language is static. 

The language words 
without style! whose scholars (there are none) 

or dangling~ about whom 
the water weaves its strands encasing them 
in a sort of thick lacquer, lodged 
under its flow 

Caught (in mind) 
beside the water he looks down, listens! 
But discovers, still, no syllable in the confused 
uproar: missing the sense (though he tries) 
untaught but listening, shakes with the intensity 
of his lis te n i n g . . . . 5 7 

The closing scene describes a deformed dwarf who 

can also be lin.ked to the perversion and adulteration of 

language. Earlier in the poem Williams quotes John 

Addington Symonds I Studies of the Greek Poets (l!873) making 

explicit the li,nk between human deformity and linguistic 

vitiation. 

The choliambi are in poetry what the dwarf or 
c rip p 1 e i si n. hum ann a t u r e . Her e a g a in, by the i r 
acceptance of this halting meter, the Greeks dis
played their acute aesthetic sense of propriety, 
recognizing the harmony which subsists between 
crabbed verses and the distorted subjects with 
which they dealt -- the vices and perversions of 
humanity -- as well as their agreement with the 
snarling spirit of the satirist. Deformed'verse 
was suited to deformed morality.58 
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The noise of the falls finally drowns out the admonitions 

of the dwarf and the poet is able to engage in a moment 

of solitary introspection, II'Poet, poet! Sing your song 
d 

quickly! or / Not insects but pulpy weels will blot out / 

k · d 111
59 your In . 

. The book ends with a description of the divorce 

between language and invention. The poet is dismissed 

and told to perform his primary function: 

-~ divorced 
from time (no invention more), bald as an 
egg 

and leaped (or fell) without a 
language, tongue~tied 

the language worn out 

The dwarf lived th.ere, close to the waterfall 
saved by his protective coloring. 

Go home. Write. Compose 61 

The Library provides the setting for the third 

book. The protagonist, now Or. Paterson, decides that he 

can not spend his life looking into the past. The language 

of the past has validity for historical research, but it is 

not the answer to modern day communication, especially as 

it applies to the formulation of poetry. The poet remarks 

as he is looking through a series of old newspaper clippings, 

lilt is dangerous to leave written that which is badly 

written. A chance word, upon paper, may destroy the 

worl dll. 61 Entranced by the spell created by an 01 d news

paper story relating to a cyclone, fire, and flood in 

Paterson, the poet cries out. He is swiftly rebuked by III 
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the. librarian for violating the convention of silence. The 

spontaneous creation of language and communication has been 

restricted again. The rows of books and the strict librarian 

suddenly make Olr. PateY'son feel claustrophobic. Re'flecting 

on the cycle of death and regeneration symbolized by the 

cyclone, fire, and flood, the poet repudiates the books 

which "enfeeble the mindls intent". 62 His mind turns to 

a f em ale, II a B e:a uti f u 1 t h i n gil, who i s rea 1 and pal p a b 1 e , 

II 0 u t 0 f nob 0 0 k II : 

a roar of books 
from the wadded library oppressed him 

u nt i 1 
his mind begins to drift. 

Beautiful thing: 

-- a dark flame, 
a wind, a flood -- counter to all staleness. 63 

The flood becomes the focal point of section two. 

As the waters ~ecede, the land is left amorphous and ill

defined. This relates directly to the quest for a new 

language and looks forward to Williamsls comments on the 

nature of artistic endeavour itself. 

How to begin to find a shape -- to begin to begin again, 
turning the inside out: to find one phrase that will 
lie married beside another for delight ? 
-- seems beyond attainment 

Am e ric a n pOle try ~ ~ v e r y ~ sub j e c t to dis c u s s for the 
s imp 1 ere a s,o nth a tit doe s not ex i st. . . . 64 

How to begin? The roar of the falls in the background 

reminds the poet of his original purpose. 
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Haven't you forgot your virgin purpose, 
the 1 anrguage? 
The past above, the future below 
and the present pouring down: the roar, 
the roar of the present, a speech 
is, of necessity, my sole concern 65 

There is only one way to begin! 

I must 
find my meaning and lay it, white, 
beside.the sliding.water!. my~elf.-~t6 
comb out the language -- or succumb. 

The image of combing the languagei straightening it, is 

repeated on several occasions throughout the poem. We see 

it for the first time at the beginning of Paterson. 

(What common langu.age to unravel? 
combed into straight lines 

from that rafter of a rock's 
lip,)67 

It is re-emphasized in Book Two by the description of the 

man in tweeds combing out the collie bitch: 

To a stone bench, to which she's 
leashed, . 

within the wall a man in tweeds -- a pipe hooked in his 
jaw -- is 

combing out a new-washed Collie bitch. The deliberate 
comb-

strokes part the long hair -- even her face he combs 
though her. 

legs tremble slightly until it lies, as he designs, 
like ripples 

in white sand giving off its clean-dog odor.68 

Rejecting the library as a "sanctuary to our fears", 

the poet continues his quest. "I must I find my meaning 

and lay it, white / beside the sliding water: myself -- / 
. 69 

com b 0 u t the 1 a 11 g U age - - 0 r sue c u m·b " " 
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As Book Four begins, the rivet rapidly approaches 

the sea. But the route is by no means direct. The river 

wanders through New York City, a decadent waste land be

tween Paterson and Newark Bay. While the river meanders,. 

the poet engages the reader in a mock idyll or extended 

pastoral romance sequence. Corydon, a wealthy New York 

lesbian, contends with Dr. Paterson for the affections of 

Phyllis, an attractive but rather rustic nurse from Paterson. 

Like the human relationships in Book Two, this love tri-

angle is also doomed to failure. No human bonds of any 

depth evolve. The river comes to mirror the sordidness of 

these futile relationships. Starting clean and pure at 

the falls in Paterson, the river has become polluted by the 

industrial waste of a materialistic, unfeeling society: 

The sea is not our home 

-- though seeds float in the scum 
and wrack among brown fronds 
and limp starfish .70 

In section two, Williams emerges as himself for 

the f i' r s t tim e i nth e po em. . He des c rib est a kin 9 h; s you n g 

son to a lecture on nuclear fission. 

You were not more than 12, my son 
14 perhaps, the high school age 

when we went, together 
a first for both of us, 

to a lecture, in the Solarium 
topping the hospital, on atomic 

fission. I hoped to discover 
an liinterest lf on your part. 71 
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The father-son relationship becomes another manifestation 

of the cyclical or circular movement in the poem. In this 

scene, Madame Curie is depicted as the only dynamic, posi

tive female cha.racter in the poem. She is the extension 

of the female principle first adumbrated as the mountain 

in Book One. She is also sister to the IIBeautiful thingll 

who liberates Williams's imagination from the library in 

Boo k T h r e e . Mal dam e Cur i e • s dis co v e r y 0 f the II g i s t II i s 

couched in terms of physical birth: 

-- a furnace, a cavity aching 
toward fission; a hollow, 
a woman waiting to be filled 

-- a luminosity of elements, the 
curr'ent 1 eapi ng! 
Pitchblende from Austria, the 
valence of Uranium inexplicably 
increased, Curie, the man, gave up 
his work to buttress her. 

But she is pregnant!72 

The fertility af this image stands in sharp contrast to 

the sterile human relat4~fl~hips of Book Two and the Phyllis

-Corydon-paterson triangle in Book Four. The splitting of 

the atom is analogous to the purpose of the poem itself: 

Believe it or not. 

A dissonance 
in the valence of Uranium 
led to the discovery 

Dissonance 
(if you are interested) 
leads to discovery 

-~ to dissect away 
the block and leave 
a separate metal.7~ 
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This statement brings to mind Blake's aphorism from 

The Mar r i a-9 e 0 f He a v e nan d Hell, II wit h 0 u t con t r a r i e sis no 

pro g res s ion II . T his i s Wi 1 1 i,a m s' at tit u de tot h e form u 1 a -

tion of a new language and poetic metre. To bring about 

a new metre Will iams spl its the poetic foot in the same 

way as Madame Curies smashes the atom. 

Smash the world, wide! 
-- if I could do it for you 

Smash the wide world.74 

Whitman broke the old line, Williams can not rest until he 

has found a new one. The splitting of the poetic line 

is also analogous to the city. 

Uranium, the complex atom, breaking 
down, a city in itself, that complex 
atom, always breaking down 
to lead.75 

The negative aspect of the IIbreaking down ll is counter._ 

balanced by the love which engenders the fission. For 

IILove is the slledge that smashes the atom " . 76 \~i11iams 

remains optimistic about the nature of human love. 

Dr. Paterson's love for his son in this section prefigures 

the hope for the future which shines forth in Book Five. 

After its sordid digressions, the river finally 

arrives at the sea. But the poet is quick to remind us 

that "the sea is not our hom,~II. 77 Our _real home, by process 

of elimination, must be the city/self. with which we began 

back in Book One. It is within the self that we find the 
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qual ity of humaln imagination. It is the human imagination 

which is elevated in Book Five of Paterson. 

That the sea is a "sea of blood 117 8 is made graphi-

call y clear when John Johnson, a Paterson resident, is 

hanged for the brutal murder of two senior citizens: II Jo.hn 

Johnson, from Liverpool, England, was convicted after 20. 

minutes conference by the Jury. On April 30th, 1850, he·was 

hung in full view of thousands who had gathered on Garrett 

Mountain and adjacent house tops to witness the spectacle l,
•

79 
" ~." , 

With this image in his mind, the now swimmer-poet climbs 

out of lithe blorod dark sea ll ,80 and followed by his faith .. 

ful dog, heads inland. 

l t t" Cl imbing the 
ban k, aft era few t r i e s, h e pic ked 
some beach plums from a low bush and 
sampled nne of them, spitting the seed out, 
then headed inland, followed by the dog.81 

Although he has been stained by the IIsea of blood ll
, he has 

at least avoide1d the fate of Sarah Cummings and Sam Patch! 

Book Four ends as Book One began: 

This is the blast 
the eternal close 
the spiral 
the final somersault 

the end.82 

In this final image, Williams creates a multi-faceted 

symmetrical str'Ucture. The spiral an.d the somersault 

relate directly to the IIrolling Up!1 in the preface to Book 

One. Paradoxically, the end of the- spiral is at the same 
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time a new beginning which prefigures the rebirth and 

reg en era t ; on w h, i c h wi 11 be c e 1 e bra ted . i n Boo k F i v e • 

Another change in persona combines. with a change 

in physical location in the final completed book of 

Pat e r son. The poe t has now be com e II the old man JI. and has 

left the Passaic River and the IIsea. of blood ll to take up 

residence in thle Cloisters, a section of the. Metropolitan 

Musuem of Art .. The scene overlooks the Hudson River. A 

new set of symbols impose themselves on the reader in the 

fi na 1 book. Thle un i corn tapestri es, flowers, and the omni-

present female principle in the persona of the virgin and 

the whore merge with the artistic creations of a number of 

famous painters. The poet's own mortality is also con-

stantly in the background, Dr. Paterson must learn to 

transcend both ~he city and the self as he faces death. 

The key to this transcendence is found in elevating the 

power of the human imagination, which is the !'hole in the 

bottom of the bag ll
• 

It is the imagination 
which cannot be fathomed. 
It is through this hole 
we escape .83 

The poet asks the rhetorical question 

-- the virgin and the whore, which 
most endures? the world 
of the imagination most endures: 84 
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The action of Book Five takes place in the spring, 

a time of rebirth. The world of Paterson awakes. 

It is early. • •. 
the song of the fox sparrow 

reawakening the world 
of Paterson 

-- its rocks and streams 
frail tho it is 

from their long winter sl eep 85 

The vitality of spring leads the poet to re-examine the 

p a i n tin 9 s 0 f the F 1 em ish p a i n t e r Pie t er B rue g h e 1 ( li 525 ? - 6 9 ) : 

. (I salute 
the man Brue~hel who painted 
what he saw --

many times no doubt 
among his own kids but not of course 
in this setting) ... 

Peter Brueghel the artist saw. it 
from the two sides; the 
imagination must be served -
and he served 

dispassionately86 

Brueghel IS paintings have achieved immortality because of 

his creative imagination. Dr. Paterson says of Brueghells 

work, "Nothing else is reatl ll ,87 

Dr. Paterson evolves at this point into a recog-

nizable portrait of Williams. Actual letters from Allan 

Ginsberg to Williams appear in the text of the poem: 
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Dear Dr, Williams: 

Thanks for your introduction. The book is 
over in .England being printed, and will be out 
in July sometime. Your foreword is personal 
and compassionate and you· got the point of what 
has happened. You should see what strength & 
gaiety there is beyond that though. The book 
will contain ... I have never been interested 
in writing except for the splendor of actual 
experience etc. bullshit, I mean I've never 
been really crazy, confused at times. 

Adios, 

A.G. 88 

After introducimg himself through the letters, Williams 

closes section two by projecting himself imaginatively 

into the tapestry on the wall of the Cloisters, calling 

himse.l f II I, Paterson, the Ki ng-sel fll. 89 Thi s attempt to 

participate in an eternal 1I1iving fiction ll through an act 

of human creativity and imagination generates the idea of 

immortality through artist"ic endeavour. It is lithe hole 

i nth e bot tom oft h e bag II w h i c h wi 1 1 allow the art i s t to 

transcend his or her own mortality: 

Th~ough this hole 
at the bottom of the cavern 
of death, the imagination 
escapes intact.gO 

To emphasize his point, Williams begins section 

three with a description of Brueghei's Nativity (liThe Adora-

tion of Kings", 1564). IIIt is a scene," Williams says, 

lI au thentic enough to be wi tne~ssed frequently by the poor .1191 

Sexual regeneration and rebirth are depicted with consummate 
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artistic imagin,ation. The poet's choice of Brueghel's 

Nativity is no accident. As a physician with a special 

interest in obstetrics, Williams was certianly no stranger 

top 0 0 r w 0 men g i v i n g E> i r t h i n. h u mE> 1 e sur r 0 un din g s • He 

is able. to empathize with the literal vitality of the 

nativity scene. Using Brueghel as a standard of imagina

tive excellence; Williams attacks the poor craftsmanshi~ 

of the present age, lithe age of the shoddy ll.92 It is 

better to be poor and achieve artistic immortality, he 

asserts, than to be one of IIthis featureless tribe that 
93 has money n.ow ll . 

The penultimate scene in the poem focuses again 

on lithe old manll. Facing death, he knows that the creation 

of his poem will stand as a monument to his poetic imagina-

tion after he is gone. This IIEveryman li can therefore 

assert 

Paterson, 
keep your pecker up 

whatever the detail! 
Anywhere is everywhere. 94 

He has slipped through lithe hole tn the Bottom of the ba,g'l, 

In the final scene the poet decides that we are not 

ultimately able to know anything but I'the measured dance",95 

This measure is surely not only the measured forms of human 

existence but also the poetic line itself. It is only 

through experimlentation with the "measure" that a new 

lagnguage will be achieved and meaningful communication will 
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take place. Williams must comb and separate the boiling 

tangle of words as they crash around him like the Passaic 

Falls. This is a dffficult task, far more difficult than 

combing the tangles from a collie bitch. The extent to 

which Williams succeeds in combing out .the old language 

and discovering a new measure or dance will determine 

the s u c c e s s o·f the p r i. mar y q 1I est i nth e poe m, II H a v en' t 

you ftgot your virgin purpose, / the language?,,96 The 

poet forges this new language from deep within the cauldron 

of the self. It is the poet, s.haping and directing the 

language and experience of the common man, who restores 

purpose and direction to an ·alienated and divorced society. 

Williams felt that he had succeeded in his quest. 

He laid claim to the development of a line that was fresh 

and new; a line with a novel measure or dance. The musical 

organization of Paterson was evident from the start. In 

an early review of Book One, Randall Jarrell paid special 

tribute to the poem's musical arra.ngement. 

Paterson (Book I) seems to me the best thing 
William. Carlos Williams has ever written; I 
read it seven or eight times, and ended lost 
in delight. It is a shame to write a little 
review of it, instead of going over it page 
by page, explaining and admiring. And one hates 
to quote much, since' the beauty, delicacy, and 
intelligence of the best parts depend so much 
upon their organization in the whole; quoting 
from it ;s like humming a theme and expecting 
a hearer to guess from that its effect upon its 
third repetition in a movement. I have used 
this simile deliberately, because -- over and 
above the organization of argument or exposition 
-- the organization of Paterson is musical to an 
almost unprecedented degree: ... 97 
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Williams remarked many times that the real truth 

lay within the pursuit itself. Very often the shared 

moments of human experience and the discoveries made along 

the way redirected and gave new meaning to the quest it

self. This emphasis on sudd,~n moments of discovery shows 

that Williams' approach to art and life is exis,tential 

inn a t u r e • The par t s ,of the que s t may sup e r sed e the imp 0 r -

tance of the shape of the whole. The new measure will evolve 

naturally from th~ moments of sudden discovery. As Williams 

states in liThe Desert ~1usicll, the f-uture depends on 

shared human experiences. 

Only the counted poem, to an exact measure; 
to imitate, not to copy nature, nnt 
to copy nature 

NOT, prostrate, to copy nature 

two and two with him 

A music 

but a dance! to dance 

sequestered, there asleep, 
right end up! 

supersedes his composure, hallooing to us 
across a great distance 

wakens the dance 
who blows upon his benumbed fingers! 

Only the poem 
only the,made poem, to get said what must 
be ~aid, not to copy nature, sticks 
in our throats .98 

Despite the air of pessimism which pervades large sections 

of the first four books of Paterson, Williams' creative 

efforts in Book Five repudiate a fatalistic philosophy. 

At the end 0 fliT he 0 e s e r t , Mus i C II he can ass e r t 
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I am a poet! I 
am. I am. I am a poet, I reaffirmed, ashamed 

Now the music volleys through as in 
a lonely moment I hear it. Now it is all 
about me. The dance! The verb detaches itself 
seeking to fuecome articulate 

And I could not help thinking 
of the wonders of the brain that 
hears the music and of our 
skill sometimes to record it.99 

Discussing the metrical arrangement of certain 

selected verses of Paterson, Williams said: "Count a single 

beat to each numeral. You may not agree with my ear, but 

... over the whole poem it gives a pattern to the metre 

that can be felt as a new measurel,.100 The three-stress 

1 i, n e san d the f i ve be a t 1 i n e s, wit h the ~emp has i son ace e n t s 

rather than syllables form the major poetic rhythm in 

Paterson. The controlled measure of this triadic stanza 

is the new langu~ge which Williams celebrates. Williams 

called them "versos su'eltos"" or loose verses with a variable 

foot. This new verse form appears for the first time near 

the beginning of Book One of Pat.erson. 

The descent beckons 
as the ascent beckoned 

Memory is a kind 
of accomplishment 

a ~ort of renewal 
even 

an initiation, since the spaces it opens are new 
places 

inhaBited by hordes 
heretofore unrealized, 

Qf new' kinds 
since their movements 

are towards new objectives 
C~ven thougn formerly they were abandoned) 
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No delfeat is made up entirely of defeat since 
the world it opens is ~lways a place 

formerly 
unsuspected. A 

word 1 cst, 
a world unsuspected 

beck~ns to new places 
and no whiteness (lost) is so white as the memory 
of whiteness 

With evening, love wakens 
though its shadows 

which are alive by reason 
of the sun shining --

grow sleepy now and drop away 
from desire 

Love without shadows stirs now 
beginning to waken 

as night 
advances.101 

from this starting point the triadic stanza form went on 

to become Williams' standard poetic line in the last ten 

years of his life. It is particularly effective in his 

Pult;zer prize winning volume of poetry entitled Pictures 

from Brueghel. 

In conversation with John C. Thirlwall in 1953 

Williams asserted: "The iamb is not the normal measure of 

Ametican s~eech. The foot has to be expanded and con

tracted in terms of actual speech. The key to modern 

poetry is measure, which must reflect the .flux of modern 

life; for a man and the poet must keep pace with this 

world". 102 Indeed, this new emphasis Williams placed on 

measure in the poetic line led Kenneth Rexroth to call him 

and his achievements lithe filrst American classic •.. his 

poetic line is organically welded to American speech, like 
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muscle to bone, as the choruses of Euripedes were welded 

to the speech of the Athen'ians in Athens" ,103 

The prose sections in Paterson, as stated previously, 

act as punctuation to the verse and reinforce the co1loqui~1 

aspect of the language which pervades the entire work. 

While there is little"if any attempt at a repetitive rhyme 

scheme, the line structure which does exist is conceived 

mainly as a support for the syntax of the line itself. An 

example occurs in Book Three when Williams slips into half 

rhyme or slant rhyme, perhaps borrowing the idea from the 

poetry of Wilfred Owen: 

There is no ease, 
We c los e 0 u l~ eyes, 
get wh,at we use 
and pay. He owes 
who cannot, double. 
Use. Ask no whys? 
None wants our ayes,104 

This type of line structure provides an internal strength 

which helps keep the long poem moving in a fluid fashion 

analogous to the falls and river themselves. 

In Paterson, there is a process of multiplication 

and reduction occuring simultaneously throughout the fabric 

of the work. This phenomenon is reinforced by images such 

as the circle, the cycle, the somersault, and the constant 

IIrol1ingll of the river to the sea. This symmetrical 

balance is further emphasized by the serpent with its 

tail in its mouth at the end of Book Five, 
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the serpent 
its tail in its mouth 

Uthe river has returned to its beginnings" 
and backward 

(and forward) 
it tortures itself within me 

until time has been washed final'ly under: 
and II I knew all (or enough) 

it became me 111105 

The serpent, or river, doubles back on itself, torturing 

the inner world of the poet. But from this turmoil and 

id~ntification with human misery comes, the knowledge which 

will allow him to transcend his own mortality through the 

creation of a n:ew language and art form. (III knew all, 
106 or enou9lh; it became me. lI

) The image of the serpent 

echoes both the preface to Book One and the c,onclusion to 

Book Four. The serpent or circle turning back on itself 
'r:-
6fers the closest thing possible to a synthesis at the end 

of the poem. What is possible at the end of Paterson? 

What else but u,a choice among measures ll
•
107 The poet has 

demonstrated to us that time and mortality can be transcended. 

In Book Five all the elements of the poem have been brought 

together. The unicorn in the tapestry, Audubon in the 

Kentucky woods, Gi nsberg' s 1 etter, Brueghel' s Na ti vi ty, and 

a passage from Mezz Mezzrow's Really the Blues (1925) all 

these and more are intertwined. The poem can move in a 

moment from one to another, for all exist at this moment 

in the imaginat.ion of the poet. The symbol for this union 

is the dance. The interacting elements of Book Five circle 
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around one another in a harmonious measure orchestrated 

by Williams. Pater~on ends with a union of poetry and 

dance: 

We know nothing and can know nothing 
but 

the dance, to dance to a measure 
contrapuntally, 

Satyrically, the tragic foot. lOB 

Williams has performed his reduction to one. This lionel! is 

both the new language and the new poetic line which will 

bring forth a new poetry in the American idiom. The lIone ll 

is also William Carlos Williams, poet, physician, man, 

Everyman, city, narrator and regenerator who has rescued 

a society doomed by a borrowed, sterile, elitist and 

unmeasured language .. 

What should we bring with us from Paterson as we 

move on to examine the poetry of Raymond Souster? First, 

a sense of the poet as historian and social chronicler. 

Secondly, the idea that the correction and re-creation of 

language through time is a social responsibility. Thirdly, 

the concept that IIAnywhere is everywhere ll
• Williams's 

o 

Paterson, Audbon's Kentucky, and Souster's Toronto --

they all hold within them the potential for universality. 

Fourthly, the quest to redeem both language and poetry 

for the common man. There is a desire on the part of both 

poets to make poetry accessible to and significant for a 

larger public audience, The practical knowledge that a mass 

readership for poetry will never exist does not make the 
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quest any less sincere or deliberate. Williams demonstrated 

that a language and a metre were available to deal with 

the vicissitudes of ordinary life, Souster attempted to 

do the same. Fifthly, both Williams and Souster are men 

of dual vocations. Williams was a dedicated physician and 

Souster is a banker. For both men, however, writing came 

first. The dual vocation requires that the poet organize 

his time in a useful manner. It also speaks to the lack 

of mass readership in the area of mdoern poetry. It 

does, however, often allow the an~ieties and frustrations 

which are part of being a writer to be subl·imated into the 

busy routine of a medical practic~ or bank vault. Finally, 

a second vocation provides experience in life which can be 

translated into art. 

Williams's best poetry produ~es the effect of 

simultaneity. In. Book Five of Paterson, various images are 

compressed into' a single spontaneous moment within the 

poet's imagination. Souster strives for the same effect. 

Williams and Souster use very little figurative language. 

Instead, they convey ideas and emotions through the Imagist 

technique of juxtaposing opposite ideas or images, Some

thing is seen, therefore, explicitly or implicitly in light 

of something else. 
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Like a cylindrical tank fresh silvered 
upended on the sidewalk to advertise 
some plumber's shop, a profu~ion 
of pink roses bending ragged in the rain 109 .. ,- " 

For both of these poets, Imagism combines with the use 

of simple language to create a scrupulous bareness:in, mu~h 

of their verse. In poems such as liThe Red Wheel Barrow ll 

or IIBetween Walls ll
, all subjectivity is erased. 

the black \,\,i ngs 
of th,e 

hospital where 
nothing 

will gro\,1 lie 
cinders 

in which shine 
the broken 

pieces of a green 
bott1e.l110 

The use of the present tense helps to create both spon

taneity and a fixed eternal moment. The personality of the 

poet does not exist here. In this moment the poet approaches 

total objecttvity. When all that is superfluous is removed 

the pieces of green glass shine forth in isolated splendor. 

Like the radium IIgistll in Paterson, they, become luminous. 

As Williams states in Book Four of his .10ng poem, the 

function of the poet is lito dissect away / the block and 

leave I a seperate metal: I hydrogen / the flame; helium the / 
1111 pregnant ash!!., The eradication of subjectivity leaves 

both Will1ams and Souster as removed or passive partici-

pants. 
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Finally, there is a crucial difference which must 

be recognized between the two poets. Souster believes 

t h t II d . t II 11 2 a poems are war P1C ures . It is important to note 

that Williams fo'r the most part rejects visual imagery. 

Williams dismisses IIpictoria"1 effects; all that evocation 

of the image w h i c h sewed us up for a time II . 11 3 In Poets 

of Reality, J. Hillis Mi11ler calls eyesight "the most 

abstract and detached of the senses'I.114 A poem composed 

of "word pictures" may tend to distance the reader and 

further separate him from Ihis artistic creation. Williams'l s 

poetry often makes little sense if we attempt to formulate 

coherent mental pictures of his images. An example from 

Paterson demonstrates the disconnection which results if 

the images are seen in a strictly pictorial sense. 

we know 
that a stasis 

from a chrysalis 
has stretched its wings 

like a bull 
or a Minotaur 

or Belethoven 
in the scherzo 

from the Fifth Symphony 

I saw love 

stompled 
his heavy foot 

mounted naked on a horse 
on aswanl15 

Instead of the eye, Williams concentrates on the ear. He 

is concerned, he says in his letters, with the "complexities 
116 oft hew 0 r 1 dab 0 u t 0 u rea r s II ., " The Des e r t Mus i c ", for 

example, is really an auditory experience, relating to our 
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ear Williams's experiences in Mexico, In the final section 

of the poem IICassals struck / and held a deep cello tone I 

and I am speech1ess ll
• 
117 Tnl= falls in Paterson constantly 

roar in the ear of both poet and reader. Indeed, for the 

poet, this inarticulate roar lll is whence I I draw my 

b th ll 118 rea . 



CHAPTER TWO 

THE LETTER ON MY WALL 

Yes, Robin Mathews, 
I have a framed letter 
hanging on my wall 
from a poet in the States 
w .. C. Williams 
is the way he signed it. 

The letter's dated 
June 28, 1952, 
and was written because 
Louis Dudek had sent him 
a letter and along with ft 
a copy of Cerberus, 
a book by those two-headed 
guardians of hell, 
Dudek, Layton and Souster. 

And becau~e he was 
a special kind of man, 
he took a little 
of his very precious time 
to write me a few lines 
of encouragement, 
me, a total stranger 
whom he'd never met 
(and never would), 

and the fact that I was Canadian 
and living in a place 
he'd probably never been to, 
didn~t make any difference 
to him, Robin Mathews, 

because he wrote to me 
as one man to another, 
or even as brothers bent 
on the same crazy madness, 

and that of course 
you'd never understand~ 
Robin Mathews, 
never understand at all, 
which is sad, but not 1 
in the least bit regrettabl.e, 

48 
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In the introduction to her book InterViews with 

William Carlos Williams, Linda Wagner sums up Williams·s 

influence on a generation of younger poets. 

It was Williams who gave countless writers the en
couragement and confidence to continue their own 
work. It was as if he had opened his mind com
pletely to you, every disconnected fragment that 
came into his mind. They trusted him,. those 
eternally alienated artists of the forties and 
fifties, and the qualities of his speaking that 
remained most often with them were his honesty 
and, in equal part, his gen~le, old-fashioned 
compassion.2 

More than any other Canadian poet, Raymond Souster 

is the beneficiary of both Williams·s inspiration and poetic 

creed. Writing to Louis Dudle.k in 1951, Souster lamented 

the alienation felt by most young Canadian poets of the 

time. IIThis is certainly th,e big problem with Canadian 

poets to-day; they do not know one another and they are 

unable to learn from others ll ,3 This shared experience 

was essential to the development of Canadian poetry and 

became the impetus behind thle IIPoetry Grapevine ll or IImail-

bag ll
• Louis Dudek initiated the II ma ilbag'· so that young 

Canadians could share their poetry with established American 

writers. Dudek invited Souster and Irving Layton to con

tribute their poetic efforts and in the three rounds the 

IImailbag 'l compl'eted it reached, among others, Ezra Pound, 

Charles Olsen, Williams, Harold Norse, and Paul Blackburn. 4 

The IIPoetry Grapevine ll was to be the turning point in 

Sovster's career as a writer. 
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It was in the spring of 1952 that Souster came under 

the direct influence of William Carlos Williams. Souster 

wrote in 1966, III was not yet ready for Charles Olsen. or 

Robert Creely. Then Louis (Dudek) came to Toronto in 

May and left me as a gift The Collected Later Poems of 

William Carlos Williams. From that time on my world of 

poetry assumed largely its present shape " .5 

The next month the letter from Williams arrived. 

It resulted from the short-l'ived "Poetry Grapevine" and 

remains to this day Souster's most prized literary 

possession. 

June 27/1952 6 

Dear Souster: 

I had a letter from Louis Dudek along with 
which he sent me a copy, the current copy, of 
Cerberus. He is a tremendously competent poet; 
his verses ~ake enjoyable reading. I read 
Irving Layton but try as I might, it does not 
come off. aut somehow when I read you I am 
moved. I afu moved by your subject matter and 
I am moved by the way that has induced you to 
conform to it as the very fountain head of your 
art. 

It is not the way that a man speaks that we 
wait for. A poet does not talk about what is 
in him, he talks a double language, it is the 
presence in him that speaks. For the moment he 
is lost in that identity. And each age is marked 
by the presences that possess it as its poets 
are seized by them also, in the flesh, and strut 
about us unknown. Poor powerless ghosts, their 
only life is that which they gain from the poets 
who lend them a life now and then. 

We identify ourselves to-day (by our tech
niques), with those presences which. live deflated 
about us. For, to what we may, it is a technique 
which we have to understand and to master. Try 
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know what a line is, what it has to include, when 
to expand, when to move rapidly, trippingly, and 
when to plod heavily along. I was happy to see you 
refer to Olsen. But never forget that you are 
definitely you. You have a chance. Light and 
Shadow was the first thing that caught my eye. 
The Lilac Poem is also good. To an Anti-Semite 
has it also. There are others. Have confidente 
in yburself. You've got it. 

9 R i dg e Rd., 
Rutherford N.J. 

Best, 

IN. C, INilliams 

The inspiration which Souster gained from this 

letter was superseded only by his reading of Williams's 

poetry itself. He remembers vividly that the first poem he 

rea din 1 9 5 2 b Y ~J ill i am s was " The Des e r t Mus i c " . Sou s t e r 

was impressed by the "compression of the line, the precise 

nature of the statement".7 He was also drawn to the 

"musical lyricism" of the pOlem and the "lack of ornament; 

the stripping away of all superfluities",8 As far as the 

subject matter was concerned he identified immediately with 

such images as the "form propped motionless, inhuman shape-

1 e s s n e s s , Knees hug 9 edt i g h t LIp i n t 0 the bell y" , 9 T his i s 

a description of the pathetic human figure who provides 

the opening to Will iams I s pOlem, He is one of the "poor 

powerless ghosts" referred to in the letter; one of those 

whose plight can only be articulated by the poet. Souster's 

Toronto poems are filled with such indigents, derelicts, 

prostitutes, and other examples of wasted human potential. 
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Souster also noted the immediacy of "authentic language" 

and the Uspontaneity of expression ll implicit in "The Desert 

'Music ll
• He still remarks that it was his first intro

duction to "the poetry of the common man".lD There was 

also a powerful awareness that lithe actions in the poem 

were taking place in a perpetual present where all images 

share a single moment even though they are of necessity 

seq u e n t i ali n the poem II • 11 

Imagism entered Souster's poetry through Williams ' 

influence. In the tradition of Pound's famous IIIn a Station 

of the Metro ll and Wi 11 i ams I liThe Red Wheel Barrow ll
, Souster 

has produced a number of Imagist poems. 

The six quart basket 
Dne side gone 
Half the handle to~n off 

Sits in the centre of the lawn 
And slowly fills up 
With the white fruits of the snow~2 

F 0 1 low i n g the I mag i s t form u 1 a, \1 The Six Qua r t Bas k e t II con .. 

centrates on describing one s~ecific object at one moment 

in time. The poet is removed from the event, There is no 

moral drawn, no ideological statement promulgated. The 

object presents a meaning which is self-contained. Souster's 

liThe Stone ll presents the same objectivity in the Imagist 

format. 
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Rubbed by centuries 
w,eed hidden 
cool to touch 
though under the sun 

how easy you lie there 
how perma nlent 
useless yes 
but so necessary! 

The length and metre of Souster's poetic line also 

underwent a revision under Williams' influence. Consider 

Souster's poem "Air Raid", written during World War II, 

prior to his reading Williams, "They hum with new life, 

the black wings gloss and shine in the strong morning air, / 

As other droppings of murder fall from their stinking 

,bowel s." The li ne is long and 1 acks control and prec is ion. 

The soft verbs "gloss" and "shine!' in the first 1 ine are 

s hat t ere d by the a n g e r of "murder", "s tin kin g " , and " bowel s " 

in line two. Tihe lack of balance undermines the implied 

metaphor. "Air Raid" may be compared with another poem 

about bombers, written in the mid fifties as a retrospective 

vision of war; 

The~e, 0, there, se~ how 
suspended, how like gulls 
of si 0 me fa m 0 usa g e, sid e .,.. s 1 i P pin g , 
veering, 0 prancing like colts 
let off a rope" whole fields 
for them to romp in, Kings 15 
in their mane-shaking youth strength. 

This poem, entitled "June, 1945" was written three years 

after Souster's introduction to Williams. The anger en-

gendered by direct participation in the war has been sub

limated and the result is an emotion recollected in tran-
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quility. The long, unbalan~ed lines have disappeared and 

are replaced by a trimetre pattern. Lines broken off 

in mid phrase suggest the "veering" and "prancing" of the 

wild colts. Simile- and metaphor work together to produce 

a synthesis of images. The poet is in total control of 

his theme, his image patterns, and his line. Souster has 

listened to William's advice on the formulation of the 

t ' l' 16 H h 1 d f th t 17 poe lC lne. e as earne rom ano er poe • 

Souster recognizes a number of other links between 

himself and Williams. He feels strongly that a poet must 

write with "a sense of place and history".18 For Souster, 

this "sense of place and historyli gives lIauthority" to a 

man1s poetic output~ Aware of his role as Toronto1s 

social historian, he compares himself to Williams~ who 

IIgave a historical perspective to Paterson, New Jersey, 

the Passaic River, and Rutherford". Souster remarks that 

IIpeople are finally accepting Paterson as a vision of 

twentieth century America". Here is indeed everywhere and 

the universal can be found in the particular. Souster 

believes that the readers of Canadian poetry have not yet 

understood that lithe local can al so be the universal". He 

resents being "pigeon ... holed" as a Toronto poet, and hopes 

that the publication of his collected works 19 will dispel' 

the stereotype of IIToronto poetll. Souster desires to be 

seen a poet who transcends boundaries. 
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He sees himself speaking to his fellow man about universal 

concerns such as 1I1 0ve , death, war, politics and Niature in 

a language which is accessible and comprehensible".20 

Souster and Williams share a strong anti-academic, 

anti-intellectual strain. They believe in functional 

poetry, poetry as an instrument of social awareness and 

perhaps transformation. Both would agree that poetry be

comes functional IInot only by making possible direct expres

sion of personal reactions but also by opening up mundane 

t t t " . t" ,,21 even s ·0 poe lC examlna 10n • 

If Williams' obsession was to catch the language 

as it was spoken and record its unadulterated rhythm and 

cadence,22 Souster strives to paint word pictures of his 

city and its inhabitants. This is one of the major dif-

ferences in their poetry. Williams is a poet of the ear 

and Souster is a poet of the eye. As a doctor, Williams 

had ample opportunity to witness firsthand the vitality 

of common language. As a downtown banker, Souster travels 

the inner core mf his city daily making mental notes on 

people, commerce, animals, demolition and human relation-

ships. That night, or the next morning, Souster trans~ 

poses his mental pictures of the events into a poetic form, 

He ins i s t s t hat he doe s not 'II use reg u 1 a r v e r s epa t t ern s 

unless they fit the poem as it emerges,,23 from his mind's 

eye. Souster echoes Williams when he states that a poem 
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should be written lIin the most natural way". This is very 

close to Will iams l statement that lithe rhythmical construc-

tion of a poem was determined for me by the language as it 

was s po ken . W 0 r d o· f m 0 u t h 1 a n g u age, not c 1 ass i cal 

Engli.sh ll
•
24 Again, Williams demonstrates his auditory con-

cern in the creation of poetry. 

Raymond Souster is very rarely vehement in his 

opinions. He is the most gentle of men. But he is adamant 

when questioned on the hidden meaning in his poetry. He 

states emphatically: 1100 not look for any hidden meaningll 25 

Souster is perhaps too quick to assert that he makes "no 

apology for not appea]'ing to academics by prostituting my 

poetry with deliberate vagueness ll . 26 Like Williams, Souster 

desires to reacm a mass readership. Both poets desire, 

somewhat idealistically, to reach people who lead sterile, 

impoverished liwes. They desire to communicate with both 

the indigent and the politician. They will become the 

voice of the opwressed hoping to initiate change. Why this 

desire should exclude the academic community prima facie 

is a question om which Souster lacks objectivity. Near the 

end of his 1 ife, w.riting IIAsphodel ll
, Will iams comes to the 

heart of this empathy for voiceless sufferers everywhere. 
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It is difficult 
to get the news from poems 
yet men die every day 

for lack 
of what is found there. 

Hear me out 
for I too am concerned. 27 

And in liThe Desert Music ll
; IIHow shall we get said what must 

be said? / Only the poem ll
•
28 Souster echoes these sentiments 

in the poem IIDigll: 

Dig, all you poets, 
get your fingers working 
down into the dirt, 
let~s see some wear and tear 
on those fingernails. 

There's life buried under there, 
but you've got to work 
just to catch a glimpse of it, 
you've got to sweat even more 
if you hope to capture it, 

or even hold'it in your hand 
for just a moment.29 

Sou~ter's link with Williams is complex. Williams 

was a mentor and a teacher. But Souster, as Williams 

reminded him, is Souster and not merely one poet emulating 

another. Souster believes that the period from 1945p1955 was 

a time of alienation for young Canadian poets who were 

geographically isolated from one another. He laments that 

a stronger commwnication network was not present among the 

Canadian poets of that decade. While regionalism can give 

an important individuality to poetry, Souster feels that 

it can also create a vacuum which can lead to too much 

. 1 t' 30 lSO a 10n. Williams's letter provided not only hope and 
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inspiration for Souster but also a transfusion of energy 

and self-confidence. He had the sense that he was not 

worktng in isol~tion but within a network of people and 

ideas. It was this connection which prompted Souster to 

prOceed with a Career in poetry. 

To-day, two tangible representations remain from 

this link between the two poets. One is the letter 

enshrined on the wall in Souster's den. The letter is 

personal and not known to the public. 31 The second is, 

of course, Raymond Souster1s poetic output over the last 

thirty years. 

William$ died on March 4~ 1963. But for Souster, 

Williams' influ.nce has lived on. In a poetic tribute 

to Williams, Souster acknowledges to the world, and 

more importantly, to himself, that there is a part of 

Williams, intimately connected with Souster1s poetic vision, 

which can never die. 

A DEATH IN RUTHERFORD 
in memoriam W.C.W. 

We can't argue the right 
Qf your body to be lowered 
into peace: 

but nothing else 
can be allowed to rot, 
mix with dust. 

You belong 
to so many of us,32 



CHAPTER THREE 

BE THE WEED-CUTTER 

Be the weed-cutter 
steaming slowly the lagoons, 
working quietly, well, 
your blades searching out 
a clearer, deeper channel 
than has been before.l 

II Bet heW e ed - Cut t e. r II i s c e n t r a 1 to Sou s t e r 's poe tic 

creed as it developed under the aegis of William Carlos 

W i 11 i am s . Theil 1 ago 0 n s II in the poem s. u g g est a rural scene. 

The ideas, however, can be applied to both the poetic craft 

and the city of Toronto, the backdrop for most of Souster's 

poetry. Many of Sousterls poems nostalgically look back 

to the world of Hanlanls Point and its lagoons. In this 

setting, Souster re-creates a pastoral wonderland where 

the idyllic summers of his youth were spent. 2 The poet 

i s the II wee d ... curt t e r II who cut s t h r 0 ugh the 0 b f usc a t ion s 0 f 

language and the red-tape of corporate bureaucracy with his 

message about change. Souster has certainly worked 

"quietlyll, III don't do readings or lectures any more. I 

don1t feel the need to assert my own personality to 

sell poetry. I certainly don't do this (poetry) for the 

moneyll.3 Souster has certainly worked IIwell ll
• Among his 

many credits include the Governor-GeneralIs AwarJ for 

Poetry for The Colour of the Times (1964),4 and the City 

59 
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of Toronto Book Award for Hanging In (1979). Like Williams, 

Souster has at~empted to have his craft ~searching out / a 

c 1 e a r'e r, dee per c ha nne 1 / t han has bee n b e for e 1\ • Sou s t e r ' s 

goal has been to produce a comprehensible and meaningful 

poetic statemen't which will IImake contact with a large and 

diverse readership".5 He believes that the primary function 

of poetry is" ~o communicate something to' somebody else. 

Not too importalnt what that something is, the big thing is 

to get it acrOSiS, make contact lJ
• 6 One might ask where the 

source of this IIcontact ll comes from? Souster would direct 

the questioner to his poem IIUnadulterated Poetry", 

Unadulterated poetry 
starts to hiappen at King and Bay 
as the four ditch-diggers 
slowly con~erge on the sparrow 
who's lost ,all power 
in his wingls but a last desperate 
flutter thit doesn't keep him 
long away trom the hairy 
meat~hook crf a hand 
which, cupped, for a moment 
in his p r i SIO n --

but now becomes (the miracle!) 
warm-beati~g soft cell of skin 
whose other name is love.? 

These ~re the ingredients of Souster's poetry. 

Toronto serves as a backdrop for the unexpected meeting 

between the brute strength of local government and a deli

cate and vulnerable bird. For Souster, the bird is both 

resident and a}ien. What might have been the wanton destruc-

tion of nature by an impersonal force is saved here by the 

human spirit. Compassion and love motivate the IIditch-
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dig g e r slit 0 g e n it 1 y s u c c 0 u r the i n j u red b i r,d . I tis c h a r a c -

teristic of Souster~ the objective observer, to be surprised 

by the out come (lithe miracle!"). In Souster's view, this 

poem cuts a "cliearer deeper channel/than has been before ll
• 

"Unadulterated Poetry" is a vivid visual description of one 

moment in time. These special moments occur throughout 

Souster's poetry. They are analogous to Wordsworthls "spots 

oft i me II 0 r Joy c e I s II e pip han i e s II • I nth ism 0 men tan din 

others like it a bond of love or compassion is momentarily 

m~de between two citizens in a generally hostile world. 

Raymond Souster is not a "Toronto poet'l by con-

scious choice. His relationship with Toronto is more one 

of circumstance and heritage. He says, limy life is bound 

up inextricably with Toronto ll
• 
8 His grandmother arrived 

from Ireland in 1875. "All my roots are here!!, he asserts. 

With the exception of his four years of military service 

in World War II, Souster has lived in the same area of 

Toronto his entire life and been employed in a bank in the 

downtown core f6r over forty years. He met and married 

a local girl, 'Hosal ia, who 'worked in the same bank. This 

strong sense of community or neighbourhood has become one 

of the foundations of Souster's poetry, He has watched 

Toronto grow and change dramatically over the, past fifty 

years. Souster remembers the Toronto of 1930 as lIan Anglo .... 
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Saxon Protestant city. It was a city with a rigid social 

structure and v~ry class conscious~.9 He describes Toronto 

as IIpuritan orilented~ and uses the well known phrase ~city 

of churches" as an epithet. The great change for Souster 

came with the Wiar. It was the great watershed. "Immigra.

tion expanded and enriched the community and prepared the 

way for to.-day's cosmopolitan nature. 1I10 The war also 

marked a watershed in the development of Raymond Souster. 

The four years of wartime experience were without doubt 

curcial to his later development as a poet. The experiences 

provided by the war extended Souster's horizons beyond 

Toronto and enaibled him to focus on many of the themes which 

pervade his po~try. In his introduction to Souster's 

Selected Poems, Michael M~cklem asserts that "between youth 

and man h 0 0 d, t hi e san d lot W' or 1 d 0 f the t h i r tie san d the 

steel and concrete world of the present, Souster draws the 

thick black line of the Hitler war". 

That was our last year of baseball; the War waited 
for us. 

No more dusty hours on the diamond, the hand~ 
throbbing sting of the bat 

stroking lime-drives, no more third strikes with a 
round~ .. hquse curve. 

The War wai'ted for us, to take us, to grind u.s, 
at the end ,of the season! 

o Krycia, Wagman, McDowell, 
heroes of my youth, 

where are you now? 
And w'here 

Macklem concludes by saying that !Iif his four years in the 

R,C,A.F. taught Souster anything, it taught him that might 
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was sel dam ri 9 hit 11.12 It i.s a 1 so true tha t the wa r exper-

i en c ega v e Sou sit era b 1 a c k. and w hit e vis ion 0 f 9 C) a dan d 

evil. Too often in his poetry individuals like Winston 

Church i 11 or 1 air 9 e cor par at ion s are depicted as tot all y 

evil forces. At the same time indigents, derelicts and all 

manifestations ·of Nature are viewed with a pristine virtue 

that at best stretches the imagination. Many times it 
e 

weakens the poeitry. The subtfties and complexities of 

go a dan d evil an d the i r i n t err e 1 a t ion s hip s are m iss i n g from 

much of Souster's poetry. 

While hlis setting remains for the most part Toronto, 

Souster's theme!s evince the qual ities of universal ity one 

might expect fr~m any fine poet. Love, death, loneliness, 

commercialism"nature, sexuality, demolition, way', poetry, 

and a retrospective vision of childhood innocence are the 

subjects Souster dramatizes. For Souster, all of these 

forces operate within the context of the city, 

Gary Geddes has focussed on how Souster's poetry 

is rooted in Toronto and has paid particular attention to 

the people who attract the vast majority of Souster's 

attention. Geddes sees the Souster's Toronto "crammed with 

that city's beggars, pimps, cripples, prostitutes, news

boy s ~. b a 11 p 1 aye r s, and arc hit e c t u r all and mar k s II • 1 3 I 

asked Souster about his fascination with the indigents and 
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transients in Toronto's downtown core. III see in them 

tremendous wasted human potential. They have been ex

ploited by a non-caring commerical society. This same 

exploitation could happen to others. Nobody cares".14 

One can sense that Souster feels that he too may fall 

victim to the same exploitation. 

Souster attmepts to articulate this empathy with 

the victim in "Decision of King Street". 

I watch, 
the beggar with the one leg 
hand holding a pencil 
watches 

the woman stopped with her back to us 
.fumbling in her purse for either 
a dime for that pencil or a subway token 

my eyes 
the eyes of this ragged man 
say together 
nothing e~se in the whole world at this moment 
is of more importance.15 

In this poem, Souster attempts to put himself into the same 

situation as the beggar. By sharing the situation, he will 

supposedly exam~ne his own chances of surv.ival under a 

given set of circumstances. But it does not work here. 

How can Souster really know what the beggar man is thinking? 

The poet has lost his objectivity; he has dropped his role 

of passive participation and has imposed himself totally 

on the moment. The result is that Souster is not only false 

to the moment but also false to his poetry, 
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A better example of Souster's attempt to identify 

with the existence of an outcast can be seen in liThe Penny 

Flute". Describing the "old man / hat in front of him on 

the pavement", Souster says "He was not playing I For an 

audience, but a:lmost for himself". 16 In his poetry, 

Raymond Souster is often writing for himself and about 

himself. His identification with those he feels have 

been exploited by society is only one indication of the 

autobiographical content of his work. 

Souster's attitude towardS the changes that have 

taken place in ~oronto since Wo~ld War II are an extension 
17 of his feeling for the downtrodden. His "Demol'ition l' po-ems 

show Souster's ambivalence as the old is destroyed to make 

way for the-new: 

The wrecking-ball 
of Greenspan 
of Temperman [sic] 
reverberates 
on King Street, 
toppl ing steel, 
smashing brick and stone 
to a levelled·out 
stretch of waste, 
on which the sun 
uneasily shivers. 

Battering-rams 
o unholy p~ndulums 
of time 
of change 
of inner restlessness, 
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as i fma n 
the bored child toying 
with his blocks 
must as the whim 
takes his hands be able 
in a moment's flash 
to sweep his playthings 
ingloriously down.1B 

"Wrecking Ball" demonstrates the violation of something 

w h i chi s sac r 0 s ia n ct. The" bat t e r i n g ram s II are II 1I n h 0 1 y 

pendulums". Na!ture, here as the sun "shiversll at the 

callousness which reduces time honoured structures to a 

" s tretch of waste ll . The powers·responsible for this wanton 

destruction are essentially infantile, lIa bored child ll . 

Souster is conscious of his role as social 

historian. He isays that II cer tain buildings are links with 

the past. They are tangible symbols of our historyll. These 

1 ink s are imp 0 r:t ant tot he poe t . II The rei sag rea t val u e 

here H , he asser:ts. While he recognizes' that "both life 

and the city mu!st, renew themselves ll , Souster feel!s that 

I'much good is lost through these ruthl ess changes"· . He 

therefore refer1s to these IlDemolit;on ll poems as lIelegiesll.19 

Who are these people who want only to destroy 

h ; s tor; calla n dim ark s ? Sou s t e r doe s not 9 i v e s p e c i f i c n a me s 

but he tal ks ablout the "agents of commercial ism and the 

i n t ere s t s 0 f c o:r p 0 rat e cap ita 1 ism ,I , 20 For Sou s t e r, the s e 

are the same fOlrces which exploit the social outcasts in 
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Toronto. The old buildings are without defence. The best 

that they can hope for is to take the life of one of their 

attackers by chance or accident. 

Five men P4shing over part of a wall 
four stori~s up on a building they were wrecking 
at Adelaidliand Victoriia --

I was struck by the careful way 
they worked, taking pains not to lose balance 
by putting ,too much we!ight against the brick-face 
as it slowly gave way. 

No doubt they knew 
the old building hated them and each move against her 
only made the hate greater; a hate lying quietly by, 
hoping by trick or chance, to take one of them 
along to d~ath with her.2l 

In the face of this inevitable destruction and 

consequent loss of tradition, Souster feels that the 

physical structures must unite with the social outcasts 

in mutual support. 

I can't de~ide which will outlive each other --
the old men hanging to the steps of these" run-down houses, 
unshaved, unpaid, unloved, 

or the buil!dings themselves, once proudly new and in fashion, 
now breaking up, slow-rotting in their winter of time, 
and stubborin like these old men to the end 

but I'll bst the landlords know .. 22 

Souster's villains are not only nameless, they are 

all too obvious and perhaps unfairly censored, It is 

probable that these "slow rottingll buildings will be re

p 1 ace d by 0 n e Slip r 0 u d 1 y new" a g a in. T his t ran s f () rm at ion 

will probably be carried out by Souster's "landlords", These 

all too obvious villains may create a fresh, clean environ-
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men t for the II 0:1 d . men II tho w eve r 11 un s h a v ed, un p aid II, and. 

"unloved". Souisterls world is too often black and white; 

good and evil. The complex nuances which connect these 

two extremes ar~ seldom explored in depth. 

Souster sees the process of demolition and recon

s t rue t ion as no It 0 n 1 y mora 11 y des t r u c t i ve but a 1 so a s a 

literal destroyler of human life. In IIDeath on the 

Construction Site ll
, the greed and lack of human concern for 

life stands just behind the edifice itself. 

no time eit~er for the chairman of the board 
to presls one 

drop of t~at blood, one piece of that 
bone into any 

part of the corner-stone, 
no time either for his comrades to ask the 

gleaming giant 
stretchin~ up above them: are you satisfied 

wi th onie 
death or Will you demand more before we leave. 23 

In IITop Secret", an old building is marked for demolition 

by a corporate giant, despite the protests of a loyal 

cleaning lady whose life is inextricably linked to the 

structure. The: poet says III would guess you spent I a 

quarter of your life on your knees ll
• The sacrifice, 

however, goes fbr nothing. In the end the faithful cleaning 

lady dies as th~ building is being destroyed. 

You gave your life 
for that floor, Mrs. Brown, and it wasn't worth 
one day of it; its smug face polished like glass 
only laughe~ at you from the first 
to the last time. 24 
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Very often Souster links memories of his youth with 

the demolition of structures which he holds especially 

dear. In "Shea's Coming Down", the poet links the destruc

tion of the "giiant" to his o'wn adolescent sexual gratifica-

tion in the upp~r balcony: 

They go' at is so slo'wly, so carefully, 
methodilca lly, 

That from day to day you'd hardly be aware 
That this grtant was coming down, being ripped open 
Disembowell~d, violated for ever. 

and you and I who made love 
In the upper reaches of this emporium will have 

one memiory less 
Left standing 25 

I tell you, they're out to destroy them all. 

The violation of the building is successfully contrasted 

with the innocent indulgences of youth .. 

Souster~'s most personal elegy to the destruction 
c;-t:j IS 

of his ,'trY 7' history is liThe Arcade: Wartime". The theme 

is young love and the action involves a. rendez-vous at the 

Arcade. Souster remembers his anticipation. The sounds 

of her heels is "matched by the pounding of my heart doing 

a / crazy dance-step for YOU".26 This memory of past 

happiness is juxtaposed against the actual destruction of 

the Arcade years later. 

buildings, pieces of ground tied 
so closlely 

to my life and my time, all gone now, only the 
memori els 

left 
which I take out once in a while, like your 

memory try to bring back 
to a kind of life again.26 
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Despite the pain caused by these. tangiblE! links 

with history being broken, Souster also realizes that 

regeneration is necessary to avoid stagnation and com-

placency. Just as the immigration added a cosmopolitan 

flavour to Torointo after World t~ar II, new buildlings bring 

a variety to the downtown core which reflects different 

cultures and ways of life. Like Williams, Souster feels 

ambivalent towards his city and its progress. 

We will go, you and I, 
to the hated city. 

Co IDle i n fro m th e 1 a k e 
ove~ green-blue water, 
slip between white beaches 
and islands of wi1"!ow, 
see the morning sun 
proudly striking her battlements. 

We will lunch at the Savarin, 
a little later sip wine 
at ~ place no-one knows, 
muclh later slowly stroll 
under chestnut trees in blossom, 
Fin~lly ride to our room . 
ten magic floors skyward, 
with midnight long gone 
and, only ·the faint click 
of ~oversl heels over pavement 
as we take our last look 
at golden lights, shining lights 
str~ng out everywhere 
in twinkling fairy rows •.•. 

We will go, you and I, 
to the hated city.27 

This ambivalence not only add~ a tension to the poetry but 

also allows Souster to share Williams' concern for the 

development of a new poetic line and language. In the 
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poe milO 1 d Win d s!o rHo tel ", Sou s t e r wei g h s the de mol i t ion 

of the old landmark against what may come from its ashes, 

in this case anew poeti·c line. Far from the lIunholy 

pen d u 1 u mil i n II Wlr e c kin g B a 11 II, her e the rei s hop e and a 1 m 0 s t 

joy imp 1 i cit in' the des tr u c t ion: 

crushing ag~inst the buildigg's shattered sides 
with an enelrgy crying dest~y, destroy 
till nothing remains! 

-- if, sa~, we could build 
the poem wi~h such force, 
such abandon, cross-purpose forgotten, 
if it only breathe and dance! 

-- who knpws how many 
of the old walls migh~ crack, yes, even fall~ 
under the smashing f~e of the line re-born!28 

Here lies the p!hilosophy implicit in "Be the ~Jeed-Cutter". 

Although excision can be brutal and ruthless, the rebirth 

of the city as it adapts to its new cosmopolitani~m is 

dynamic and exciting. It fs the same with the poetic 

line. New direction in poetic statement can not grow with-

out the demolition of the old. 

Two interesting points emerge from a study of 

Raymond Souster's "Demolition ll poems. First, as a. con-
~ 

servative banker in~core of his city, Souster is an integral 

part of the system he castigates. Whatever else Souster 

may be, he is. nb rebel. He does not seem to be able to 

come to terms w~th the dichotomy he envisions between the 

corporate commercial system and the outcast transient 

population with which he sympathizes. As Michael Macklem 
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states, "He may' not like it (the system), but he tolerates 

it and uses it for his own purposes,·.29 The second point 

i san ext ens i 0 ni 0 f the fir st. The u 1 tim a te i ron y i s t hat 

Souster professles to write for those who can never ,read his 

poetry. The "mass readership" and the new line will be 

found and read only by the members of Souster's own class. 

And it is this class which Souster sees as exploiters. 

What walls then can Souster's poetry bring down -- what 

real changes cain it make?30 Souster's understanding of 

goo dan d e v i 1, ,e x p 1 0 i t era n d vic tim, doe s not con fro n t the s e 

realities. Nor is there a satisfactory attempt to face 

the social, eco1nomic, and moral nuances which exist between 

the so called clommercial cla.sses and the indigent classes. 

This inlability to corne to terms with the causes 

and n u a n c e s 0 f e v i 1 i sal s 0 m i r r 0 red inS 0 u.s t e r IS" war 

poetry". It is not surprising, for example, that Souster 

b 1 ames the Dr e s!d e n bomb i n g 0 n Win s to n C h u r chi 11 Ci n d the 

"Air Force bras1s". This allows him to avoid the complex 

e 1 erne n t s 0 f h u rnIa n nat u r e w hie hal low man to. b e i n hum ant 0 

his own kind. In "Dresden Special". Souster has Churchill 

comment on the death of 130,000 Germans, "That's the way 

I like Nazis I Very well done",3l The evil is concentrated 

on the head of one man who represents a political machine. 

Not only is thfs man responsible for genocide, in Souster's 

poem he is perv~rsely sardonic about his crime. Surely 
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this is too simplistic an explanation of the nature of 

evil and war. In IIChemi stry Attack" the poet says: 

and no-one is guiltless 
no~one ever free 
of the blood of innocents. 32 

Is Souster asserting his own sense of guilt at being part 

of a system whi~h he both serves and vilifies? 

To - day, Sou s t e r use s the e pit h e t slim ad n e s s LI and. 

lIillogical" 33 when he discusses war .. He says that II we use 
, 

war when we run out of other options. Everyone wants to 

create empires bvernight ll
•
34 He considers the war (World 

War II) lithe most impressive period of time in the 

twentieth centuryll. It is Souster's'opiilion that IIfar too 

little poetry hbs been written about this historical 

period " . 35 This may explain in part why Souster is presently 

at work on what he·refers to as lIa long poem on DiE~ppell.36 

Souster admits that it is difficult to be an 

integral part of a class or system which he feels compelled 

to criticize in his poetry. To this point in his work, 

Souster has dea1t with this situation in two ways. The 

first is a nost~lgic lament for the past. He evokes in the 

liLagoonll poems. ithe time of h"is youth before he made his 

commitment to the values of the middle class. The second 

method is by asserting that one must survive with dignity 

and integrity in spite of the dilemma. This perseverance 

in the face of adversity is best represented in such poems 

as IIDowntown Corner Newsstand". 
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It will ta~e death to move you from this corner, 
for itls b~come your world and you its unshaved, 
bleary-eyed, foot-stamping king. 

In winter ~ou curse the cold, huddled in your coat from 
wind, 

then fry i~ summer like an egg hopping in a pan, 
and always that whin.ing voice,those nervous-flin9ing arms, 
the red fade, shifting eyes watching, waiting 
under the grimy cap for God knows what to happen. 

But nothing every does; downtown Toronto 
goes to sl~ep and wakes the next morning 
always the ,same, except a little dirtier, 
as you stand with your armful of Stars and Telys, 
the peak o~ your cap well down against the sun, 
and all th~ cityls restless, seething river 
surges up and around you, but rtever once 
do you plunge in its flood to be carried or. tossed away --

but reappear always, beard longer than ever, nose running, 
to catch the noon editions at King and Bay.37 

rlt is interest1ng that the subject of the poem keeps a 

distance from his city. Even though the city is all 

around him ("alll the cityls restless, seething river / 

surges up arou~d you") and he depends for his livelihood 

o nan ex c han g e wit h t his II see t h i n g r i ve r II , . her e m a ins 

separate. IINever. once / do you plunge in its flood to be 

carried or tossed away II Souster seems to indicate 

that survival depends on this separateness. But what 

knowledge and experience might be gained from plunging into 

flo 0 d 0 f the II see t h i n g r i "e r II ? W hat . new per s p e c t i ve mig h t 

be gained? Is Souster really the one who reappears always 

at "King and Bayll? There is a certain safety in distance. 

But a new perswective may be uncovered if one is willing to 

be a r is k t a. k e l!' • 
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In IILike the Last Patch of Snow,lI, the same survival 

instinct is evinced: 

That's the way 
we've got to hang on --

like the last patch of snow 
clinging to the hillside 
crouching at the wood edge 
wi th Apri 1 done 

, dirty-white 
.bu t defi an t 

lonely 
fi.ghting death,.38 

In the ~never ending cycle of destruc.tion and 

creation in the city with its apparent indifference to its 

lonely outcasts;, Souster suggests that survival and a 

dignity in faci:ng death is the best one may hope for. The 

ambivalence whi'ch Souster feels toward his city and its 

s y s tern sis g i v el n c 1 ear f 0 c u sin II S 1 e e p Tor 0 n t a II and 

II The Cit Y Call e! d a Que e nil. 

Sleep city :sleep 
push the l~st dead drunks into the cells of oblivion, 
chase the last chilled street-walker back to her rooming-house, 
bed the 1 aSlt derel i ct in the overni ght cot of the mission; 

then sleep from the putrid Don to the puny Humber, 
sl eep from Hog 's Hollow all the way to the lake cold and dark, 
sleep down in Cabbagetown, sleep up in Forest Hill, 
sleep soundly on the beds of gold, the bunks of hunger. 

Sleep on, ~nowing well you're both spendthrift and miser, 
bigoted,h~pocrite, little wise, much foolish, 
sleep with the dreams of profits, mergers, margins, 
sleep with the dreams of garbage-du~p and dole. 

Sleep city ,sleep 39 
your YongeStreet narr'ow as the hearts that own you. 
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S t ran gle c; ty , 
cold, :hateful city, 
that I still celebrate and love 
while out there somewhere 
you are carefully working at my 40 death .... 

Souster.'s love poems also demonstrate an ambivalence 

towards thei~ subject~ Frank Davey has stated that 

IIsexuality is a theme Souster can not deal with SlIlCcess

full y lU.
4l This sexual reticence can be demonstrab:d in 

the early poem entitled liThe Hunter ll
: 

I carry the groundhog along by the tail 
on the way back to the farm, the blood slowly dripping 
from· his mo~th one or two drops at a time, 
leaving a p~rfect trail for anyone to follow. 

Your half-wit hired man 
is blasting imaginary rabbits 
far off to' bur left, while you and I move on 
through fie~ds steaming after rain, 
jumping each mud patch. 

As I walk I, can't help noticing 
the swing of your girl IS hips ahead of me, 
that and th~ proud way your hand 
holds the shotgun 

And remembering how you held it 
up to the l~mp hog caught in the trap 
and blew hi$ head off 

wonder now what fate 
you may hav~ in store for me.42 

Lou is 0 u de k has w r itt e nag yo eat de a 1 abo u t II The Hun t e r II • 

In fact, Dude~ considers this poem the key to Souster's 

poetry. He poi~ts vividly to the sexual ambivalence which 

underlines the poem. 
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Let's go baFk to lThe Hunter' to study Souster's 
ambivalence, about se)(. On the one hand, we have 
the girl, masterful and desirable: 'watching the 
swing of yo~r girl's hips / ahead of ' me' (sexLlally 
ahead of th~ speaker, perhaps). Yet at the same 
time she is! the ruthless'ly cruel female. The poet 
ruefully arr~ ironically studies, his strange fear 
of her. This mixture of desire and fear is a 
keynote of Souster's personality; or rather, the 
opposition pf love and cruelty, the twin poles of 
his sensibi~ity, is the dramatic centre of his 
poetry. The 'half-wit h'ired man' is a furthel'" 
projection of mindless violence toward the weak 
and timid _l.. 'rabbits'. BLlt most significant of 
all, the grpundhog, the victim of ruthlessness 
(on the part of the woman), and explicitly partner
in-fate to~he lover, is being dragged by the 
tail, the bOood 'dripping from his mouth a couple 
of drops at a time'. It is certainly a trail to 
follow.43 

The groundhog is, of cou.rse, the poet or "Weed Cutter" as 

well as the sub~ervient emasculated m~le in the relation-

ship. In a later poem, Souster asserts IlGroundhog ll s My 

Nature ll
• 

Groundhog's my nature: 
hole up deep in winter, 
walk cautious above ground 
in spring and summer: 
1 eave a pi lece 

, 0 farm or '1 e 9 
and a smear of blood 
in the crafty hunter's trap 
just to hold his interest,44 

Both poems demonstrate that it is impossible to emerge 

unscathed from a love affair. While he celebrates love 

as the "central experience of innocence",45 Soustey' has no 

illusions about the difficulties involved in co-habitation. 

These difficulties are accentuated in Souster's poetry because 

the male is usu~lly subservient and the female is usually 

dominant. 
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When. asked to comment on Williams ' presentation 

of love in Paterson, Saustl2r stated that IIWilliams was toa 

pessimistic aboilit lave. I do nat share that pessimism but 

one can not expect ·too much fram lovell. 46 

One must not be seduced ihto thinking Sauster is 

optimistic abaut love. While he does examine the ecstasy 

of sexual union,in his poetry, it is his concel1tratian an 

the fear, anxiety, and insecurity regarding the initiatian 

af the act which remains with the reader. Very often this 

anxiety leads Sduster into the realm of voyeurism as a 

passive partiCipant: 

Perhaps beca~se live had so much of my laving 
in the shadaws of nighttime parks, on the cold-lipped sands 

of beaches, 
anywhere twa !badies could lie, be close together, 
so hands could reach out to feel the fond, desired flesh 
o anywhere under sweep af trees, with the smell of grasses, 
that each caJld know earthls nearness, mute sympathy, 
sense her wi~d-whispered blessing, and nat be afraid 
of the peeping-tom public eye, with all the po1ared thoughts 
of its stead~ly shrivelling inch of mind, never easily measured --

Perhaps beca~se of all af this 
I feel a firm kinship, like brather ta sister, 
far these ya~ng badies sprawled out here tonight 
in the lie o~ their loving: know the leg-curled tightness, the 

saft raundlness of them, . 
the sweet toriture that transforms them, that pushes them hi gh 

abave 
drab work at ithe affice, banal situations, all the lang, empty 

hours of their lives --

and walk past them quietly, a little wistfully, 10aking straight 
ahead, 

each echo of my faatsteps seeming to sound out alone, a'lone ...• 47 
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While there is pleasure to be expe~ienced by the poet in 

his involvement with the young lovers, there is allso the 

pain of loneliness and separation. 

Some of. the love poems convey a sense of maternal 

protection from, an. alien hostile world. These poems, un

fortunately, ar~ often maudlin and seldom transcend the 

level of cliche. 

I have com.e' into my port again, 
Home from w~athering the storms, 
In from tha~ ~ea crueler 
Than actual: 0 c e a n I see a s Ie 1 e s s bat t e r i n 9 , 
More treach~rous than any cornered snake. 

I have slid into anchor noiselessly 
And now the I waters of your body under mine 
Lie still ahd untroubled, knowing peace 
And the lon~ voyage is over.48 

Other love poem~ depict a sense of marvel or wonder at the 

power of female, sexuality. In an ebviously heliocentric 

universe, Soust~r has lines like "Your warm sun circling / 
49 my earth of amazement". A reading of Souster's love 

poetry leaves little doubt that the female is the con

trolling force in a relationship. 

This sehse of wonder can fade to a passive in

difference when the reality of the dominant-submissive 

relationsh"ip is finally driven home. Many of Souster's 

shorter poems, such as liThe l't1arriage BitH, make effective 

use of contrast l• Here', the ,juxtaposit,ion of nupt.ial love 

and the reality' of married life is presented: 
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The mad sudden blasting 
of horns from the cars 
in the wedding procession 
going by the house 

almost drowns out 
the way they're standing 
in the kitchen screaming 
screaming at one another. 50 

It is as if Souster finds great difficulty in. reconciling 

the ideal vision of love from his youth with his present 

position as II gqoundhog ll
• 

The sexual act· and the commitment involved therein 

can be physical~y emasculating for the male partner in 

a relationship. In liThe Mating Seasonll, a poem far more 

literal and hor!rible than liThe Hunter", the female partner 

severs the limbs of her male companion and then laments 

that she has married a cripple: 

Lack o~ suppleriess in his legs 
gave t~em trouble love-making. 

What t:o do? 

Why no~ cut them off 
she sa~d, half-joking, 
half-s!eriously. 

Which he immediately did. 
The fool. 

Now in bed 
when h~ inches over with his stumps, 
she turns her back on him. 

Ugh, she murmurs, 
to think that I 
with a~l my beauty 
should, have ended up 5 '1 marrying a cripple! 

The sexual frustrations experienced by the couple is 

evident at the beginning of the poem. In an act of 
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self-mutilatio~, the male amputates his legs in an attempt 

to ingratiate ~imself with a whoman who holds him in 

contempt. His ,act only confirms his subserviencE!. His 

r e war d for his I sac r i f ice (II The fa 0 1. II) i sac y n i cal and 

unfeeling. rejecition by his mate. The poem reveails Souster's 

fear of the ca~ricious and duplicitous nature of the 

f e mal e sex. E nl t e r i n gar e 1 at ion s hip ina sub s e r" i en t r ole 

can only lead ~o physical and emotional castration and 

impotence. Thi's i·s perhaps why Souster very often chooses 

to become the vloyeur, the passive observer" who call not 

only fantasize with impunity but also wreak his revenge 

without fear of suffering himself. Two poems, one early 

and one recent,i display this voyeuristic urge. ][n the 

first, liThe Unciouth Poem ll
, the title itself gives an indi-

cation of the gluilt which the poet-voyeur feels jin approaching 

love and sex in this manner: 

H a i ir col 0 u r oft h e sun, 
b r ela s t s h i g han d pre s sin g for war d 
benleath the black-as-death sweater, 
hips perhaps a little wide 
(a~ter thirty-seven years 
an dl s 0 me chi 1 d - be a ri n g) , 
u n die r the pan t ski d s we a r now. 

Butl more than enough there 
thalt if I could have known her 
fi~teen years ago, 

TId have lain awake nights 
invlenting sneaky ways 
of :removing those pants, 
thait devil Is-own sweater, 

(thQugh not necessarily 
in that order).52 
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Even in his fantasy, there is still the hint of fear as 

the poet contem~lates the breasts which are concealed 

under lithe black-as-death sWleater". 

I n a m u ~ h 1 ate r poe m , II The T e m p, tat ion II, the des ire 

for rev eng e and des t r u c t ion Ih a.s b e com e eve r m 0 rep () we r -

ful. It is eveh vicious. One can not help remembering 

Browning"s "Porphyria's Lovelr": 
, 

Wffth all that I~air 
s~retching easily to her waist 

the inevitable temptation -
tb slowly tighten it 
a~ound the bitch-soft neck. 53 

Part of the reason that many of Souster's love 

poems display a cynical ambivalence toward their subject 

may be explained by the poetls belief in love being the 

province of youth. It is in the nostalgic explorations 

of youth and inpocence that love becomes a thing of beauty 

in Souster's vision. But again, the problem is that the 

poet, in middle age, believes that he can only experience 

this love as a passive participant or even worse an un-

wanted intruder r Like the newspaper man in IIDowntown 

Corner Newsstanoll, he has never been able to risk plunging 

into the flood for fear of being "carried or tossed awayll.54 

Ironically, his reticence has insured that his participation 

will never be mOre than passive. 
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The poem "Young Girls" depicts a utopian world 

of innocence wh~re chaste, Diana-like maidens who are 

associated with nature parade before the admiring glances 

of the boys. The boys, of course, are "unable to keep / 

control of those subterranean fi res ". The contrast between 

the ethereal na~ure of t~e girls and the hot lust of the 

boys gives the ~oem an' effective tension without removing 

it from the wornd of innocence: 

With night full of spring and stars we stand 
here in thik dark doorway and watch the young 
gi rl s pass,: two, three together, hand in hand. 
They are like flowers whose fragrance hasn't sprung 
or awakened, whose bodies now dimly feel 
the flooding, upward welling of the trees; 
whose senset, caressed by the wind's soft fingers, reel 
with a mild delirium that makes them ill at ease. 

They lie awake at night, unable to sleep, 
then walk t~e streets, kindled by strange desire~; 
they steal lightning glances at us, unab~e to keep 
control upoh those subterranean fires. 
We whistle ~fter them, then laugh, for they 
stiffen, no~ knowing what to do or say.55 

The sense of alienation de1epens in poems like "Wedding 

Reception" where the separation between the young and the 

old is painfully clear. 

The old ones sit in the corner 
smiling rem~mber;ng 
through a h~ze of years 
through the:maze of heart-break and laughter 
their time ~nd their youth their wedding-day,56 

The repetition ~nd underscor"ing of "their" in the final line 

emphasizes layers of bitterness and frustration which passive 

participation have engendered over the years. 
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The poems which present Souster as an intruder 

o nth e 1 0 v esc eln e b e cam e inc rea sin 9 1 y f r e que n tin his 1 ate r 

poetry. In IILoivers, Dominion Square", the poet .rational izes 

his des ire tog Ie t 0 u t 0 f the r a i n by P a i n tin 9 a W 0 r d 

picture of lithe! tavern's warm heart -- all its steaming 

f 0 0 d, j spa r k 1 i in 9 win e, and m u sic 0 f the v i 0 1 in" " 5 7 I t 

later becomes c1ear, however, that his real reason for 

vacating the sqUare is his intrusion on a young couple 

walking through the rain. 

They seem a~ much a part of the rain 
as the pol i:ce'man on the corner with the white! cape 
and white r~bber boots to the thighs, 
s tan ding in' the s t rea min '9 t r a f f i CiS C en t r e 
and d1recti~g with an effortless hand. 

They seem anmost part of the night, these two lovers, 
with their slow, lingering steps, their total unawareness 
of everything in this city but their love; 
the strength, the honest lust in thiir bodies touching 
as they walk across the square .... 58 

In IIYoung People Dancing ll
, Souster turns away at the end 

of the poem fee'l ing estranged and "s.uddenly junac:countably 

old". 59 

The poet's attempts to deal with love and sexuality 

become more poignant because he sees himself as an outsider. 

Within the nuptial relationship Souster depicts the male as 

subservi ent and, emascul ated. Hi s pos it i on as an outs i der 

or intrud~r in ~any of the love poems engenders voyeurism 

and vicarious p~rticipation. The frustration felt by the 

poet at his sitbation leads him to desire revenge against 
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f em ale s; alb e i t: a fan t a s y re v e og e . Sam e tim e she i s 

forced to look ~ostalgically at young love and a state 

a fin no c e n c e w h! i chi s now for ever b e h i n d him. As M ; c h a e 1 

Mac K 1 em poi n t s !o u t, m a kin 9 1 0 v e i s II a n arc h e t y pal. 

ex per i en cell 6 0 flo r a 11 man kin d . Sou s t e r, ita p peel r s, m u s t 

describe this experience from the outside; not as a partici

pant but as a p~ssive and less than objective observer. 

There is a palpable pain and loneliness on the part of the 

poet as he desc~ibes his embarrassment in poems like 

liThe Intruderll. 

In anoth~r two minutes 
they'd h~ve been at each other 

in anoth~r minute 
the jean~ she was wearing finally down .... 

But I, the intruder, 
had to wblk in on them, 

I, the s~ranger, enter 
their kihgdom of the woods, 

catch th~m with the lazy look 
of loving glazed in their eyes 

then as ~ crashed away 
down thei pa th, thei r ') au.ghter.· 
mocking'i yet tender, 
f 01 1 owed, me, bit in 9 61 
at the t~ps of my heels. 

Despite the mocking contempt which bites at the poet's 

heels as he ret~eats, Souster is drawn back to this 

voyeurism again and again. Not only has Souster impinged 

on the p r i va c y 0 f the you ng co U p 1 e i n liT h e I n t r u d e r If, h e 

has also aborte~ the lI arc hetypal experience" MacKlem 

speaks about. rhis is certainly a perverse type of revenge. 
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The poet is puriished, or punishes himself by making an 

ignominious re~reat to th~ sound of mocking laughter. One 

is reminded of iD. H. LaWrE!nCe'S feel ings at the ~:!nd of 

his poem "Snake ll
: 

And so, ~ missed my chance with one of the lords 
Of 1 i fe. 
And 1 ha~e something to expi.ate: 
A pettiness.62 

Readin~ Souster's love poem onE feels that 

Lawrence's words might serve as an epitaph for Souster's 

attempts to de~l with sexuality in the male-female rela

tionship. The~e is a failure to connect the past with 

the pre sen t . So u s t e r, i n 1 00 kin g b a c k nos tal g i cally to 

young love whidh germinates in innocence, attempts to 

make that ideal:ized vision a panacea for the tensions of 

modern urban 1 i!fe. But the ideal vision can not be 

extended into dontemporary reality. Corporate commerce, the 

military machi~e, and human sexua.lity overpower the 

idealized utopi:an vision. All attempts at connection are 

doomed to fail~re. The same message has been promulgated 

by Melville in ,Billy Budd (1891) and by Dost.oyevsky. in 

The Idiot (186~). Pure innocence is inevitably destroyed 

when it is broJght into contact with the world of experience. 

A compromise wduld therefore seem necessary on Souster's 

part. Rather ~han continue to feel the pain and isolation 

of an intruder,1 Souster might attempt to retain his adul t 

perspective whi'le he celebrates young love. He must come 
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to bel i eve t hat: you n 9 1 0 v e i s t ran sit 0 r y and can not be 

merely extended! into an idealized vision of adult sexuality. 

In Book Five of Paterson, Williams celebrates 

the power of th~ imagination. It is 

T~rough this hole 
at the bottom of the cavern 
of death" the imagination 
escapes intact.63 

When Raymond Souster experiences a fli~ht of imagination 

which 1 ifts him' above the tu'rbulence of commerce, bureau

cracy, and sexu~lity, he writes his finest poetry. The 

be s t ex amp 1 e 0 f' t his 1 e a p 0 f the i m a 9 ina t ion can be see n 

in one of his f~nest poems, II'The Flight of the Roller-

Coaster". Sous~er not only makes a fantastic experience 

feel immediate ~nd spontaneous in this poem, but he also 

makes the reader feel that the supernatural is only a short 

extension from Our everyday world. 

(01 d Sunnysi del Beach, Toro.nto) 

Once more arouhd should do it, the man confided ... 

and' sure enough, when the roll er-coaster r'eached the pE~ak 
of the ai ant curve above.'me, shri 11 s'creech of i ts wheE~ 1 s 
almost drowned1out by the shriller cries of its riders --

instead of the' dip, then th,:! plunge with its landslide of screams, 
it rose in the: air like a movieland magic carpet, some 

wonderful bnrd, 

and without fu~s or fanfare swooped slowly above the 
amusement-park, 

over Spook's C~stle, ice-crl:!am booths, shooting-gallery; 
then losing no! height made the last yards across the beach, 
where its brakeman cucumber·-cool in the 1 ast seat sol emnly 

saluted 
a lady about to change to her bathing~suit: 
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ending up, as~many witnesses reported later, 
heading leisutely out above the blue lake water, 
to disappear 411 too soon behind a low-flying flight of clouds. 64 

Amusem~nt in t~e conventional world may be simply 

a matter of esdaping from Sousterls ambivalent feelings 

regarding the ~ystems in which he finds himself enmeshed. 

But in liThe Fl ilght of the Roll er-Coaster ll amusemE~nt is 

far outside a donventional definition. When the roller-
I 

coaster takes ~light there is a corresponding uplift in the 

poetls choice olf language. Starting with IIswoopE~dll, we 

are lifted alonlg with the imaginative vision of the poet 

and kept aloft Iwith accented syllables such as uSpooksll, 

s 0 0 nil. T h er e i !s ski 1 1 b e h i n d the c hoi ceo f 1 a ng II age and 

its relation to the theme and mood of the poem. Here is 

Souster at the ~eight of his powers. And it is important 

to note that he' has not placed himself on the roller-

coaster, but is content to revel in the creation of the 

imaginative vis~on itself. 

Souster is also at his best as the detached but 

meticulous observer of a special moment in time. This is 

a strength which he shares with Williams. Like him, Souster 

possesses the ability to make spontaneous the entire ex

perience relate~ in the poem. As Frank Davey states, 

II the rei s a b 1 u r r i n g 0 f the dis tin c t ion be tw e. e nth e act 

of writing and the. act of reading ll ,65 When Souster launches 
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into a perceptulal experience the reader is· immedi:ately 

d raw n i n tot helP roc e s s by vis u a 1 r e cog nit ion . 

~ bird with a berry 
ib i gas its h e a d t r i e s 
!t 0 car r y ; t a c r 0 s s 
:the back grass, gets halfway 
the n d r 0 p. sit. 6 6 

Poems Hke "Ambitionll are similarly based on a 

spontaneous perception by the poet which ;s passed on in 

tact to the rea~er: 

To look at the world 
~nd all· things in it 

~s wide-eyed 
~mazed 
full of wonder 

as Max my fu r - ba 11 
my end 1 e sst ail . 

t f .,67 ca 0 pure JOy. 
, 

In incidental poems such as HAmbitionll, Souster can celebrate 

with a joy that is unencumbered by the world of commerce~ 

war or sexuality, Souster's IIMax'l is strikingly similar 

to Williams's "kitten!' in Book Four of paterson. 

Love is a kitten, a pleasant 
~h1ng, a purr and a 
pounce. Chases a piece of 
string, a scratch and a mew 
a ball batted with a paw 
a sheathed claw .68 

Both images are'spontaneous celebrations of a moment cap-

tured in time. 
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Another i impressive characteristic about the poetry 

of Raymond Sous~er is its honesty and sincerity. These 

qualities are c~rtainly present in the man. They manifest 

themselves in t~e poetry in a directness and understatement 

of language as ~ell as in the colloquial simplicity of 

diction and syn~ax. This is complemented by unobtrusive 

rhyme schemes and rhythms which allow Souster to write 

some excellent poetry which appears like nor-mal (;on-

versation. A poem which begins with a line like IUWhen I 

was a kid, nine 0 r ten yea ~ sol d ", not 0 n 1 y sou. n d s 1 ike 

an overheard conversation but also invites the reader to 

share in an intHmate yet unpretentious experience. Again a 

comparison with Williams presents itself. The desire to 

record the sp~ech of ordinary men as it arises in daily 

conversation owes a debt to Wordsworth. Souster is not 

famil iar with e~ther WordsWolrth I s poetry or the "Preface 

to the Second E~i t i on of the Lyri ca 1 Sa 11 ads", but in 

many ways he has intuited Wordsworthls pronouncements. In 
I 

a poem 1 ike " T e 11 the Lit t 1 e G i r 1 II one see s a s tat e men t 

which is colloqUial in form, minimal in length, presenting 

a realistic attitude to the problem of a child attempting 

to comprehend death: 
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Tell the little girl 
her grandad is dead, 

and she'll answer you, 
"That's too bad 
but when's he c~ming back?1I 69 

The simplicity 'of the statement made in this poem is 

strikingly closle to Wordsworth's "We are Seven". Souster 

iss u r ely f 0 1 1 oiw i n 9 W 0 r d s W 0 r t han d W ill i am she rei nus i n 9 

II the 1 a n 9 u age nl ear tot h e 1 a n 9 u age 0 f men" J 0 I tis 

a chi eve d by II f i It tin 9 tom e t ric a 1 a r ran gem en t a s E~ 1 e c t ion 

oft he rea 1 1 a n!g u age 0 f men ina s tat e 0 f v i v ids ens a t ion II • 7 1 

Souster is also following the Wordsworthian dictum "that 

the fee 1 ; n 9 t h eire in d eve lop e d g i v e s i m po r tan c e t () the 

action and situ~tion, and not th~ action and situation to 

the feeling". 72: In these incidental poems it is a sign 

of Souster's st~ength as a poet that he can encourage an 

empathetic resp~nse from his reader while maintaining 

complete emotional detachment himself. 

Souster also shares a pastoral impulse with 

Wordsworth. So~ster's poems abound with the squirrels, 

cats, starlings, and groundhogs which appear around his 

home. Nature a~d her creatures represent for Souster an 

extension of th~ world of peace and innocence he explores 

in his celebratiions of youth in the I'Lagoon fl poems. Souster 

asserts, I' Nat u r Ie is par tic u 1 a r 1 y s p e cia lw hen it is found 

within the city. The trees, skunks, lilacs, and the 

flowers growing out of the pavement counterbalance the 
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forces which wduld only build skyscrapers 1l •73 The trees 

and small animals provide Souster with material for many 

of his inciden~al poems. While these poems celebrate 

Nature, they aliso make it clear that element.s of Nature 

face great dan~er at the hands of urban forces. In 

liThe Rooster in the City" urbanization brings about com-

placency: 

~ince he's moved to the city 
~his rooster's gone all to hell: 
s:leeps in until nine, 
~hen out on the back. fence 
~o face the east 
aind sa 1 ute the dawn 
tlh r e e h 0 U r s too 1 ate . 7 4 

In "Another Treie Lost" the threate:ning forces arE! human: 
II 

Nlo, it was't enough 
that they started out cutting 
the many arms, then hacked away 
at the feet, 
sio it fell in agony --

npw today look at them, 
father and son 
wrtth a two.handled rip-saw 
cutting the body up 
into smaller pieces. 

And no doubt they1d say 
if you asked them: 
when you decide to kill 
you might as well make 
a, good job of it.75 

Desptte these real threats to Nature in the urban 

environment, Souster can still experience a kind of 

epiphany in the contemplation of a butterfly: 
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The bealut;·ful striped butterfly 
made a is10w wander; ng pass 
over thie garden, no sCl"eaming engine 
leaving: a madman's whistle being it, 
a s how-Ioff tra i1 . of vapour. 

Instead, 
noisel~ssly, effortlessly it fluttered 
o nit s ia i m 1 e s s, s u mm e r - e a s y way, 
and for a moment all the world 
stoppe~ breathing with me as we watched it 
c 1 i m b s iu d den 1 y and dis a p pea r . 
behind :the empty-handing lilac bushes.?6 

While Nature is not an adequate defense against time, change, 

or the aging prbcess, it can. and does in Souster provid~ 

special moments of peace and harmony. 

Souster has worked quietly in his career as the 

weed-cutter. D~spite his low profile, he has earned many 

honours and awa~ds in recognition of his contribution to 

Canadian poetry. He remains bitter, however, at what he 

perceives to be a lack of recognition from what he terms 

lithe so called academic community".?? This percE!ption 

seems to lie at the root of Souster's fervent anti-

academic posture. His defensive stance may also be 

heightened by his own lack of formal education. For those 

who know Souster as a friend, however, the reasons may lie 

elsewhere. Wil~iams too was staunchly anti-academic. In 

a way Souster is following his mentor here. Both poets 

are outsiders tp the academic community and Souster's 

anxiety and ambrtvalence as an outsider dealing with systems 

has already been noted. The nature of Souster's colloquial 
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language and hi's assertion that lithe poem means ;just what 

it says, no mone, no 1 ess ,J8 may cause some academ"j cs 

to take him at his word and not pursue the matter. This 

Souster may interpret as rejection. Souster is not content 

to merely adopt an attitude of indifference towards academics 

and critics. In his anger he can not resist vilifying them. 

Go pick your nose 
over someone else's verse, 

saving all your snot 
to write your own epitaph. 79 

As mentioned b~fore, the irony resides in the fact that 

Souster is castigating the very group which comprises his 

largest audience. The mass readership he seems to envision 

for his poetry simply does not exist. 

In his introduction to Ten Elephants on Yonge Street, 

he states, "I l'ike to think that I'm talking out my poems 

rather than corlsciously dressing them up in the trappings 

of the academic tradition".80 In the same introduction 

his poetic creed first adumbrated in "Be the Weed-Cutter II 

is restated: 

Whomever I iwrite to, I want to make the substance 
of the poe~ so immediate, so real, so clear, that 
the~ reader :feels the same exhilaration -- be 
it fear or joy -- that I derived from the 
experience. object, or mood that triggered the 
poem in th~ first place. Sl 

Are these stat~ments which academics would repudiate? 

Does Wf'iting pdetr'y with this philosophy preclud~= an 

academic audience? One would certainly think not. Souster's 

attacks on the critics and academics remain, however, as 
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vicious as the ,animal imagery which he uses to launch them. 

Witness a rec.enltly published poem entitled liThe Critic of 

Poetry" : 

You are the dog 
·who, having eaten 
his own very fresh vomit, 

can't help licking his lips.82 

As earl~ as 1940 Souster was scolding other 

Canadian poets Ifor not breaking away from tradition and 

writing poetry outside the aegis of the academic community. 
v 

Come, my littlle e'nuchs, my tender virgins, 
it's high time you were home and in bed. 
The wind's co~d and strong tn the streets now~ 
and it's almost ten o'clock. 

Soon whores w111 be obvious at corners, 
and I wouldn1tt want you accosted or given the eye; 
soon drunks w~ll be turned out of beverage rooms 
and you could be rolled or raped up a dark lane. 

So quickly find your houses, turn the latch-key, set the night
lock, 

remember to driess with the blinds down. Then safe in bed you 
may dream 

of Pickthall walking hand in hand with her fairies, 
of Lampman tu~ning his back on Ottawa.83 

V e r y r e c e n t 1 Y (S u mm e r 1 982) Sou s t e r s p 0 k e tom e abo u t w hat 

he perceives to. be the betrayal of Canadian 1 iterary tal ent 

by Can a d ian u n i Iv e r sit i e s . 

Th~re should be more focus 
from the university on 
pu~lishing young Canadian poets. 
Th~y are lax at doing something 
p r alc tic a 1 at he 1 pin g Can a d ian 
le~ters. They should be the 
lealders in this cultural area. 
Whait do they do instead. The U. of T. 
pa~s Robert Lowell $1500.00 for 
one afternoon.84 
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Souster's anti~athy towards the academic community is now 

rooted dieeply i'n his personality. The " un iversity fi' or the 

II ins tit uti 0 n II flo r Sou s t e r ism ere 1 y a n ext ens ion 10 f the 

IIcammercialll, lI!corparate ll
, and IIpal itical ll farces which 

explait the da~ntradden and outcasts in saciety. As in 

the IIDemolitianl 1l poems, Sau·ster's refusal ta takE~ at balanced 

lOr abjective viiewpaint in dealing with the academic cam-

munity preclud~s the passibility of a cammon meeting ~raund. 

This is surely Ithe reasan Souster daes not give readings 

a r g ran tin t e r v!; e w s . T his i s ash arne. Bat h sid E~ sin t his 

controversy wau!ld benefit fram an enl ightened interactian. 

Ta Sous!ter's great credit, hawever, is the fact 

that he has sp~nt his entire literary career attempting to 

foster the gra~th af Canadian letters. In cO-founding and 

editing numerouis poetry magazines such as Directiian (1943), 

En t e r p r i s e (1 9 4!8 ), Con t act ( 1 952 ), and C e r be r us (1 954 ) , 

he has un s elf i sih 1 y g i v en a f his tim e and tal en t t 10 he 1 p 
, 

encourage and ~evelop the work of yaung Canadian writers. 

This work praviided no financial reward. That for so long 

the universiti~s did next to nothing in an area so dear 

to Souster's h~art has without doubt jaundiced his view 

of both their j!udgement and credibility. 

Soustei, like Williams, worked at his daily vocation 

so that he mighlt have the luxury of writing what he chose. 

His farty-one ~ears at the bank have given- him freedam from 
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financial or po~itical pressure and allowed him to pursue 

his craft. But even freedom has its price. There is less 

time to write ahd perhaps greater demands by the family 

of the man who possesses two vocations. The pace of onels 

life quickens ahd stress takes its toll. Writin~ must 

often be accomp~ished in spare moments. Williams wrote 

opening lines of poems on prescription' pads between patients. 

Souster writes. for an hour each morning and jots opening 

lines and word pictures down on the way to the bank. 

Serving at leas~ two masters requires tremendous organiza-

tion of onels trtme and life. Souster has few illusions 

about lithe 1 iterary 1 ife". One wonders if he exaggerates 

the f r u s t rat ion, 0 f his v 0 cat 'j 0 n i n II The Lit era r y L i fell : 

the literary life 
and the smell of it, 

or the budding young author 
~p assorted rectums. 

8etter his mother 
~hould have lifted furniture. 85 

Despite'Sousterls ambivalent attitude to systems, 

institutions, and even the poetic craft itself, there 

remains a joy arid pride tn his creations which has lasted 

for well over f~rty years. 

Unwanted 
unread 
laughed at 
puked upon 

may yet assume majesty 
and rule the world.86 
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This is Souste~'s tribute to the poem, that art form which 

has given him a lifetime of pain and pleasure. In another 

recent poem entitled liThe Struggle's Everything", the poet 

philosophicall~ sums up the nature of his life and craft: 

Th~ struggle's everything: 
dell i 9 h tin i t 
grdw in it, 
lo~e it fo~ its own sake: 
ne~er let .it slip you, 
ke~p your teeth in it always. 

When it's over, 
wh~n they accept you 

~~~~m~~~Yt~~~~~~ ~~~~ 
ge~tfng ready to file you 
in ia small box somewhere 
with your name stencilled on it, 
li~e a very honoured 
dead Japanese warrior .... 

The! struggle's everything: 
when it's over 
that's the end of you. 87 

And in his latest volume of poetry, significantly titled 

Hanging In, Souster describes his craft as a game to the 

end. 

¥ou chasing a squirrel, 
nie chasing a.fter 
~hat heartless bitch poetry. 

Little cat 
We may be galme, 
~ut we've each taken on 
~ lot more than we can handle!88 

A cursory examination of Souster's poetry might 

leave a reader with a feeling of pessimism. A thOl"ough 

reading of his work reveals, however, that Souster, like 
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Williams, is f~r closer to an existentialist viewpoint 

than to one of fatalism. Like Williams, he is always 

searching for those special moments which add significance 

to existence. When Souster finds these moments ,and r.emains 

unoias.ed as an ,observer, he produces his best pOletry. Those 

moments may co~e in the. form of epi phany as in liThe Butterfly" 

or they may in¥olve a tramp beating a snow-removal machine 

to a'cigarettebutt. 

It's a race to see which will reach 
the cigareite butt first, 
the hand r~aching dDwn into the gutter 
or the sno~-removal machine 
gulping th~ slush for a long line of patient trucks. 

Well, the Hand wins 
by a threeJfoot margin, and as the body 
straighten~ up, prize in its shaky clutch, 
there's tha age-old, human smile 
of victory!189 

The spontaneous moments in the journey matter far more than 

the a r r i va lor ,eve nth e q ue s tit s elf . So u s t era s m u c h 

as proclaims this philosophy in "Merry Go Round",. After 

a lifetime at his craft he can still ask the rhetorical 

question: 

Still grabbing 
at that golden ring? 

Therid~Js the·thing. 90 



CONCLUSION 

When a~ked to define poetry Raymond Souster answers, 

IIWhat is poetr~ but a celebration of ou.r time on earth; 

the yea r s be hi ni d, the pre sen t, and the. tim e a h e a d nl • 1 

Souster's IItime on earthll has been spent almost ~=xclusively 

in Toronto. POiems such as liThe Hated Cityll demonstrate not 

only Souster's ;ambivalent attitude tow.ards his c'ity, but 

also his recognition that 1I 0ur time on earthll is one of 

trial and vicissitudes. 

While Souster's ambivalence always has a personal 

note to it, Wil!liams is mOire objective and therefore more 

successful in depicting both the brutality and the love

liness of paterson. 

And silk s~ins from the hot drums to a music 
of pathetic souvenirs, a comb and nail-file 
in an imit~tion leather case ~- to 
remind him; to remind him! and 
a photogra~h-holder with pictures of himself 
between th~ two children, all returned 
weeping, w~eping -- in the back room 
of the widdw who married again, a vile tongue 
but laborious ways, driving a drunken 
husband .... 2 

Williams contr~sts this pathetic description of lives with

in the city with a poet's understanding that the people 

IIwiping the nose on sleeves, come here / to dream ll . 3 

Williams artic~lates what Souster understands but does not 

say: 
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Things, 'th~ngs unmentionable 
the sink w~th the waste farina in it and 
lumps of rancid meat, milk-bottle tops: 
here a stilll tranquility and liveliness. 

hav~:! 4 

Souster is quite correct when he describes Williams 

as his mentor. Williams was an innovator. Souster has 

followed the lead of Williams in areas of theme, language, 

simplicity of liine, and tal a certain extent subj~:!ct matter. 

Souster, howev~r, is not an innovator and has never 

attempted to cliaim that title. Paterson is conc~:!rned with, 

among otherthiings, the pOtetic process. Williams's concern 

wit h the tee h n il que s ' 0 f modi ern v e r sewer e e v ide n t a sea r 1 y 

a s 1 9 20 i n his ,pre f ace to K or a i n Hell : Imp r 0 vi's a t ion s . 

For Williams, writing poetry was clearly an act as well 

as a process. Writing in a letter Williams asserted 

regarding Patenson, IIIf I did not achieve a new '!anguage 

I at least sta~ed what I would not say".5 Souster is also 

concerned with language and the nature of the pc;>etic craft. 

But here again ihe follows Williams closely and does not 

innova.te as Wn:liams did in Paterson and the lat~:!r poems 

in Pictures from Brueghe". 

When Sduster captures a spontaneo.us moment and 

records it whilie remaining detached from the act'ion itself, 

he often succe~ds in choosing a language which reveals his 

world and the vision he holds of ft. Too often when he 

impinges on th~ moment with his bias or his an~iety, the 

language fails and becomes insincere or cliche, It does 
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not remain true to' the moment or Souster's vision of 

the city. 

William~ succeeds where Soustar fails not merely 

because he is the superior craftsman. He captures the 

total rhythm of his environment in all its nuances by 

IIpersonifying Paterson and by 'Patersonizing ' himself ll
•
6 

As Robert Lowel~ points out; 

He (Wil~iams) is in possession 
of all the materials that he 
can use~ First the City is his: 
all its. aspects, its past, its 
present~ its natural features, 
its popLlation, and its 
activitfies are available for 
him to Rnterrelate and make 
dramati~. But ~lso he can use 
his whoije life in the City ~- every 
detail ~s an experience, a memory, 
or a sy~bol. For Williams, a 
man is what he experiences ... ,6 

Williams has gohe far beyond Souster's mere intrusion into 

a moment taking place in the city. In Paterson, Williams 

has achieved co~plete identification with his subject. 

Williams is the city and the city is Williams. Add to 

this Williams's technical innovation and virtuosity and 

his ability to fit his 'observations to the right rhythms 

and a world is reveal~d through language. 

patersoh, especially Book One, succeeds in creating 

a new language ~hich reveals the internal and external world 

of its subject and author. Souster at his best captures 

a language which gives profound meaning to a spontaneous 
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moment within the life of the city and the poet. These 
I 

moments or periods of achieVement are balanced against 

times of disappbintment, frustration, and the iBabi1ity 
f., 

of language to communicate the subtl~ies of city life. 

Raymond Souster:ls "Invocation to the Muse" articulates the 

ambivalence all. poets must fleel concerning their craft. It 

is particularly appropriate to Williams and Souster as 

they interact w~th their respective cities: 

Goddess, live watched 
too m b. n y of . your sub j e c t s 
go aijmost mad 
wit h. j e a lou s i e s, dis a p poi n tme n t s , 
not to wonder at all this waste 
of tijme, effort, nerve-ends, 

Neve~theless, desiring nothing 
and expecting little, living only 
for ~our secret, inner praise, 
I giVe thanks 
that you, goddess, from so many 
shoujd have chosen me 
for your cursed and singular blessing. 7 



NOTES TO INTRODUCTION 

lInterv'iew with Raymond Souster, Summer 1981. 
The interviews with Souster were conducted over the past 
two yealrs. The l first two sessions were taped. After we 
began to feel m~re comfortable with one another, I simply 
too k not e s a s wie tal ked. The quo tat ion sus e din the t h es i s 
are from the tape recordings and from numerous telephone 
conversations wlith Souster in which I attempted to clarify 
certain points. 

Souster' and my father worked together foY' close to 
for t y yea r sin It h e sam e de par t men tat the m a i n by' an c h 0 f 
the Canadian I~perial Bank of Commerce. I have had the 
pleasure of kno~ing Raymond Souster for close to ten years 
and am proud to; count this fine gentleman among my friends. 
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lInterview with Raymond Souster, Winter 1982. 
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3 Ibid ., p. 38. 

4 Ibid ., p. 39. 

5 W. C. ,W il 1 i am s , Selected Letters, p. 188. 

6Jerome Mazzaro, ed., Profile of William Carlos 
Williams, p. 73;. 

7Raymon~ Souster, Collected Poems, II. 203. 
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